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Dear Graduates and Friends,

Hastings

One measure of a great law school is how it influences its
surroundings—its community and the world. Every day,
Hastings touches countless lives through the extended reach
of nearly 20,000 alumni, students, faculty, and friends. In
this issue, we consider Hastings’ contributions to the greater
good, the myriad ways that our law school makes the world a
better place.

Assistant Dean, Advancement &

Graduates are prosecuting war crimes, advising national
leaders, representing workers, advocating change as elected
officials, and deciding tough cases as judges. Your challenges
are enormous, your stories inspiring.
Hastings professors are shaping public policy on critical
issues, guiding decision-makers, and illuminating complex
legal issues for the public. Students bring their incredible
energy and enthusiasm to our clinics and externships and
participate in innumerable student organizations and nonprofits, seeking to better the
lives of others at home and abroad.
Indeed, Hastings contributes to the greater good in innumerable ways. And Hastings also
benefits from the wisdom and foresight of others.
Our community was elated to receive a $1 million gift for scholarships from an anonymous
donor. No, this wasn’t a 1950s television show, but the real deal—someone both generous
and modest who understands that financial aid can open doors for students, giving them the
ability to study at one of the nation’s best law schools and to use the knowledge and skills
they acquire at Hastings for the benefit of countless others.
We dedicate this issue of Hastings to our anonymous patron, whose gift so exquisitely
characterizes our theme, the greater good.
Like our visionary benefactor, you have every reason to be proud of your law school.
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Library wins acclaim
Hastings Law Library, long recognized as one of the
best in the nation, won top honors in the 2008 Library
Interior Design Competition.

UC Hastings
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Fostering new talent
Recognizing that a brilliant and productive faculty is essential to
the intellectual strength of a great law school, Larry Nagin ’65
contributed $100,000 to attract and retain outstanding faculty,
especially those whose research addresses social justice issues
affecting disadvantaged communities. Generous contributions have
been made by Nagin’s friends and colleagues at Jacoby & Myers,
O’Melveny & Myers, and Skadden.
Dean Nell Newton ’76 says, “The Lawrence M. Nagin
Research Fund will help us bring the best legal scholars to Hastings.
Larry’s generous gift has already had an impact at Hastings by funding Professor Osagie Obasogie’s research at UCSF Medical School.”
“New faculty brings fresh and dynamic perspectives to the
academic community, drawing students with their new voices, new
ideas, and innovative teaching strategies,” says Nagin. “Faculty
members are attracted to great law schools like Hastings because
their work is recognized, and they can flourish in this setting.”
Best known for his expertise in aviation law, Nagin served as
general counsel and senior executive with Flying Tigers, United
Airlines, and US Airways. He is currently the senior strategic
adviser with O’Melveny & Myers in New York, and he serves as a

{
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trustee for the Hastings 1066 Foundation.

• Historical spotlight
Did you know that two Hastings alumni created the computer program that most law schools today use to
administer exams? It’s true.
In 1995, Professor Brian Gray initiated a computer exam program at Hastings. To guarantee the
exam’s integrity, recent graduates Greg Sarab ’95 and Adam Wasserman ’95 manually checked and
deleted files on each student’s computer.
Realizing the inefficiency of the assignment, Sarab and Wasserman set out to write a simplified word
processing program that blocked access to any files on a student’s hard drive during exams. Six months
later, they had created the first version of what is now called SofTest by Examsoft, used today by law schools
and state bar exams nationwide.

{ s i deba r s }

A Challenge to the Class of ’78
Barbara Banke ’78 stopped for a moment on her

way to the Dubai World Cup in March to issue a
challenge to her classmates, asking that they give
back to Hastings in honor of their 30th reunion.
She hopes her $50,000 gift will motivate her class
to reach a giving participation of 30 percent in the
reunion campaign. This level of participation will
be a fundraising breakthrough for the class of 1978.
Her reunion is not the only thing Banke is
celebrating this year. Her champion horse, Curlin,
won the Dubai World Cup and currently reigns over
thoroughbred racing!

UC Hastings
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The Lefkowitz 2008 national champions, from left: Lisa Dornbach Flanagan ’09, Laura Mastrangelo ‘09,
and Alexa Hansen ‘09.

Moot Court’s Record-Setting Year!
Moot Court was on fire in the 2007–2008 school year, capturing dozens of
awards and receiving high marks in some of the most difficult competitions
around the nation. Among the team’s most prized victories are its national
championship wins at the Saul Lefkowitz Trademark & Unfair Competition
Law tournament in Washington, D.C., and the Asylum and Refugee Law
National Moot Court Competition at UC Davis.
Teams also won the Traynor State Championship, two regional

championships, two second-place national team awards, nine Best Brief
awards, and nine Best Oral Advocate awards. Indeed, the Hastings Moot
Court team proudly stands among the best in the country.
Director Toni Young ‘76 says, “The program provides fond memories,

a community, and a tie to Hastings that continues long after the students
graduate. Many thanks to our alumni who lend their support to the program
with their time, expertise, and generosity so that as many students as possible
can experience the Hastings Moot Court tradition of excellence!”
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win-win
negotiations
By bridging theory and practice, the Center
for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution at

Hastings provides skills for its members to
be effective advocates for their clients. The

Negotiation and Mediation Team, which

had a landmark year, is one way the Center
accomplishes this goal. Through individual

support, coaching, and mentoring, Hastings
students develop the expertise and confidence

to effectively negotiate and settle complex
legal problems.

The team prevailed in competitions

worldwide, taking first place in the Negotiation
Challenge in Leipzig, Germany; the International Law School Mediation Tournament in
Chicago; and the Robert Merhige, Jr. National

The Hawaii Hastings
Scholarship
Alumni leaders in Hawaii are raising funds to
provide financial support for a Hawaiian student to attend Hastings. Out-of-state tuition

Environmental Negotiation Competition in

Virginia. The team was runner-up at the International Chamber of Commerce Commercial

has increased dramatically, making it more dif-

ficult for some Hawaiians to attend schools on

the mainland. Noting this, Hastings alumni

Mediation Competition in Paris.

formed the Hawaii Scholarship Committee.

Professor Grande Lum, who has worked

Led by George Hetherington ’78, Chris

with alternative dispute resolution programs at

Lau ’76, and Crystal Rose ’82, the 15-

Harvard, Stanford, and Boalt, will succeed

Professor Chris Knowlton as director of the

Center this year.

person committee is working to raise $500,000
to establish the Hawaii Hastings Scholarship,
which will be awarded, based on financial need,

to a student for all three years of law school. An

additional objective of the scholarship is that
recipients return to Hawaii to practice law after
graduation.

“I believe that the Hawaii Hastings

Scholarship will help a Hawaii student attain

i l l ustr a ti o n s : ist o c k

New Fulbright
scholar
Ben Eichenberg ’08 has received a tenmonth Fulbright award to study climate
change regulation at the University of Oslo
in Norway. His research will compare Norway’s compliance with the Kyoto Protocol
to similarly structured efforts taking place
in the United States to reduce greenhouse
gases. While at the University of Oslo,
Eichenberg will also receive an LLM in
public international law.
Eichenberg is the second Hastings
graduate to be selected for the Fulbright in
two years. John Dermody ’07 was chosen
last year.

an extraordinary education at a world-class law
school and also will bolster a vital Hastings
legal community on the island,” says Rose.

Other committee members are Lorraine

Akiba ’81, Dennis Chong Kee ’91, Jeffrey

Lau ’77, Harvey Lung ’81, Coralie Matayoshi ’80, Jerold Matayoshi ’80, Gerald
Sekiya ’68, Jeffrey Taylor ’74, Michael
Tom ’75, Alfred Wong ’64, Danton Wong
’82, and Richard Yanagi ’85.

UC Hastings
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A NEW ANTHOLOGY

}

The West-Northwest Journal of Environmental Law and Policy published its anthology issue
this year. Editor in Chief Matthew Visick ’08 and Professor Brian Gray selected the
best articles on environmental legal scholarship from the past 13 years. Editors searched
through back issues of the journal to find topics that were still pertinent to the most important environmental issues of the day, such as global warming, endangered species, and water.
Because many of the anthology’s articles were printed prior to the advent of electronic publishing technology, they now appear on the web for the first time. “This anthology is a fitting
tribute to the authors and student editors who have maintained the high standards set by the
inaugural issue and expanded the content and coverage of West-Northwest to keep pace with the
evolving environmental and natural resource management challenges that we have confronted
these past 14 years,” says Gray.
For those interested in accessing the anthology or learning more about West-Northwest,
please call 415.581.8950.

Abascal Fellowship News

Kusia Hreshchyshyn ’05 received an Abascal Fellowship to work as the first staff
attorney at the East Bay Sanctuary Covenant, overseeing all gender-based claims in the
affirmative asylum program and supervising student representation of more than 77
cases. Hreshchyshyn’s clients fled domestic violence, forced marriage, slavery, female
genital cutting, rape, and persecution due to sexual orientation or gender status. Of
these cases, 94 percent are on their way to full U.S. citizenship and a new lease on life.
Hreshchyshyn writes, “Without the critical support of the Abascal Fellowship, these
deserving but poor clients might not have received representation.”
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the lasting
Legacy of
Mark Aaronson
After 16 years of distinction, Professor Mark Aaronson will step down as
director of the Civil Justice Clinic, but not without leaving his mark on Hastings.
Built from the ground up, Aaronson’s visionary idea of giving students lead
responsibility to handle real cases has developed into a nationally recognized
program that students and faculty equally value.
For Sheena Wadhawan ’06, the clinic was central to Hastings. “The
clinic taught me to be self-reflective and thoughtful about how to best serve
my client’s needs and how to work for systematic change,” she says, adding,
“It changed my whole outlook on what it means to be a lawyer.”
Professor Ascanio Piomelli, who has worked at the clinic since its
founding, says, “We are deeply grateful to Mark for the wise course on which
he set us. As founder of the clinic, Mark is exemplary of the kind of lawyer that
we each aspire to be. He insightfully demonstrates that the path to becoming
a better lawyer overlaps with the path to becoming a better, wiser person.”
Professor Miye Goishi will succeed Aaronson as director of the Civil
Justice Clinic. Aaronson was honored for his years of outstanding service at a
reception in May. He will continue to teach in the clinic.

UC Hastings
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The hastings community—Faculty, alumni, and students—
is DEEPLY committed to improving the world We live in

Relentless advocates, altruistic visionaries, noble judges, fierce defenders,
magnanimous business leaders, principled lobbyists, honorable legislators—
these are Hastings lawyers.
Across the street and around the world, champions of justice dedicate their
hearts and minds to causes and clients worthy of passionate, tenacious advocacy.

photogr aph y: ge t t y im age s

Prosecuting crimes unimaginable, restoring the rule of law, and seeking redress
for wrongs endured, Hastings lawyers seize every opportunity to make our
communities, our nations, and our world a better place.

10
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• ON the Bench
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Exemplifying wisdom and sound
judgment, Hastings alumni advance the
pursuit of justice for the world’s citizenry.

Serving
the Greater
Good

Michael Lawrence Douglas ’74

photogr aph y: k e v in clifford

| Teaching from the Bench
Michael Lawrence Douglas planned a teaching career but realized he would need an advanced degree. In
choosing law at Hastings over other educational alternatives, Douglas made perhaps the biggest personal
decision of his life, leading eventually to the Nevada Supreme Court.
“I’m still pinching myself about the reality of being here,” he says about his position as one of
seven justices of the Nevada Supreme Court.
Nevada has a unique state court system. Because the state has no intermediate court of appeals,
trial court (known as district court) decisions are appealed directly to the Supreme Court. Thus, the
workload for the justices is demanding. Every other month, Douglas serves on a three-justice panel in
Las Vegas that convenes for routine hearings on matters of settled law. Another three-justice panel
meets in northern Nevada for the same purpose. In the alternate months, all seven justices come together
en banc to consider complex matters and issues of first impression. The workload is enormous. Altogether,
the court will rule on more than 2,200 cases this year.
Reflecting on his years at Hastings, Douglas observed that there was “tremendous energy” at
the law school and in San Francisco in the early 1970s. Faculty and students, including veterans, voiced

>
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strong opinions about the Vietnam War and other
issues of the day.
Law school was invigorating and challenging.
“I had never been with that many smart people in one
setting,” he comments. The classroom emphasis was
on no-nonsense training for legal practice. “The 65
Club, with its adherence to black letter law, taught
us to use the law to help our clients,” says Douglas.
“It opened my eyes to the possibilities of a satisfying
career in law.”
With his law degree in hand, Douglas
obtained certification as a California community college instructor in law, public service, and administration. He returned to his hometown of Los Angeles
and began his teaching career with the Los Angeles
Community College District.
The call of the law beckoned, however, and
Douglas joined some friends in a small legal practice

in Pennsylvania for a time. When he decided to return
to the West, he happened to see an advertisement for
a position with Nevada Legal Services in Las Vegas.
That position brought him to his adopted state and
provided the foundation for his judicial career.
With a teacher’s knack for untangling the complex, Douglas defines the practice of law as responding to one seemingly simple question, “Can you help
me?” Being an attorney for people with major legal
issues means providing relief and even changing the
law to benefit the underserved.
Douglas moved from Legal Services to the
Clark County District Attorney’s Office, in the
family support division at first, followed by several
years in the civil division. From that position, he was
appointed to fill a judicial vacancy in Nevada’s Eighth
Judicial District. He was reelected twice to six-year
terms, eventually serving as chief judge.

More Notable Judges

TERRORISM EXPERT | Tim Reagan ’93 stud-

ies how judges handle terrorism cases for the Federal
Judicial Center. He is author of Keeping Government
Secrets: A Pocket Guide for Judges on the State-Secrets
Privilege, the Classified Information Procedures Act, and
Court Security Officers, available at www.fjc.gov.

IMMIGRATION EXPERTISE | “Immigration law
has been my passion since my first position as a law
clerk,” says Dana Marks ’77. The field was a perfect
fit: informal advocacy at the administrative agency
level combined with the occasional opportunity to
formally litigate in federal court, even up to the prestigious halls of the United States Supreme Court.
“As an attorney in private practice and for the last
20 years as an immigration judge, I have endeavored
to ensure that the first experience many noncitizens
have with the American justice system, the immigration process, shows them, in action, America’s core
legal ideals—due process and evenhanded justice for
all. I could not have done my part without the solid
14

Dana Marks ’77, an immigration judge for the
past 20 years, credits Hastings with giving her
a solid foundation in immigration law.

foundation in law which Hastings gave me, and I
take great pride today knowing that my alma mater
continues to provide outstanding leadership in my
field through the unparalleled work of the Center for
Gender and Refugee Studies.”
ADVISER IN AFGHANISTAN | Larry Sage ’75

is in Kabul, serving as a justice adviser to the attorney general of Afghanistan. “I retired from the bench

In 2004, Douglas was appointed to fill a
vacancy on the Nevada Supreme Court, and he was
reelected to a full six-year term that began in January
2007. He serves as statewide chair for Access to Justice, working toward a uniform approach to providing legal services for underserved clients throughout
Nevada.
Teaching at the chalkboard has been replaced
by teaching from the bench and the podium. Douglas
manages to take on several speaking engagements
throughout the state each year.
His appreciation and respect for the rule of law
has grown throughout Douglas’s judicial career. “As
a judge, I have come to understand the importance of
the rule of law. It is very important to me as a judge
and as a minority individual. The constitution says ‘all
the people,’ not just ‘some of the people.’
“The rule of law was especially important

in 2006 and was granted a Nevada Supreme Court
Commission to serve as a senior judge thereafter. To
come overseas, I relinquished my ABA Judicial Divi-

{

“As a judge, I have come to understand
the importance of the rule of law,” says
Douglas. “It is very important to me as a
judge and as a minority individual.”

during the civil rights era, when judges and lawyers
who followed the law had to be protected because their
actions went against community leanings. Judges are
called on for difficult decisions every day. It’s crucial
that we not follow the money or follow popular opinion. Rather, we must follow the law,” says Douglas.
“It sounds Pollyanna, but it’s not.”

sion Fellowship, and I completed my master’s of judicial studies degree with a trial judges major, jointly
issued by the National Judicial College and the
University of Nevada. This photo
has me on the right in a suit, with
my interpreter in the middle and
our senior anticorruption adviser
on the left. It was taken during
instruction to the attorney general’s office prosecutors’ school
called the Stage.”

Larry Sage ’75, standing at right, is based in Afghanistan, where he is an adviser to the
attorney general. Here, he is speaking in Kabul to a class of future prosecutors.
UC Hastings
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Virginia Patton Prugh ’81

{
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When Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice needs legal advice on matters of counternarcotics, stabilization of governments, or international crime, she is likely to
turn to Patt Prugh.
Prugh is an attorney in the Office of Law Enforcement and Intelligence in the
United States Department of State. She says, “It’s like being in a law firm with one
major client—the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs
[INL].” Prugh’s work is mainly concerned with South America, the Middle East,
and Southwest Asia, including Iraq and Afghanistan.
INL fights illegal narcotics and international crime. The bureau works in
cooperation with other governments on poppy eradication in Afghanistan, Pakistan,
and Iraq. Related to anticrime efforts, the bureau is also concerned with rule of law,
law enforcement, and stabilization of governments.
Prugh has represented the United States on delegations to the United Nations
Convention against Corruption, the Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, the Crime Commission, and the Crime
Congress. These United Nations commissions bring interested parties of the world
together to organize efforts to fight narcotics traffickers, trafficking in persons, and
other international criminal activities. “The work is exciting and challenging—I’m
right in the thick of things!”
The questions directed to
Prugh draws upon the wealth of
Prugh are often both unique and
sticky, requiring that she “play 20
experience acquired throughout the
questions” with those seeking advice.
During her first week at the State
military legal career that took her
Department in 2003, she received
an inquiry from a private contractor
to Germany, Paris, and Italy.
asking about the rules of engagement
going into Afghanistan. Prugh had
to explain that rules of engagement do not apply to a contractor. Emphasizing that
the contractor was hired to accomplish a specific task, not to engage in a military
mission, Prugh explained that the rules on the use of force for contractors were pertinent in this case, rather than rules of engagement.
Although she was a neophyte at the State Department, Prugh was well
acquainted with the rules of engagement. She spent more than 20 years in the
United States Army, retiring in 2006 as a lieutenant colonel. She chose the Judge
Advocate General’s Corps after law school because she wanted an immediate opportunity to litigate. During her years in military service, Prugh earned a master of laws
from the Judge Advocate General’s School. Her last assignment with the Army was
with the U.S. Joint Forces Command as deputy joint force judge advocate. From

fall 20 08
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| Navigating Affairs of State

• in Government
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More Government Attorneys

LOS ANGELES POLICY MAKER | As special

counsel to the Los Angeles City Council, Eduardo

Angeles ’90 is involved at the highest level of policy

Patt Prugh ’81 with (from left) her nephew, Duff Beach
‘03; her father, George Prugh ‘48; and her husband,
Damien Walsh ‘80—all Hastings alumni.

that post, she was offered an assignment by the Army
to the State Department for a three-year term; upon
retirement from the Army, she stayed on at the State
Department as a civilian employee.
Thrilled by the complexity and the importance of the work, Prugh finds that she draws upon
the wealth of experience acquired throughout the
military legal career that took her to Germany, Paris,
and Italy, along with stints in Washington state and
Washington, D.C.
Prugh was always interested in international
law, but she couldn’t squeeze it into her schedule at
Hastings. Instead, she was introduced to pertinent
issues while carpooling to law school with her father.
Professor George Prugh ’48 was recruited to Hastings after his retirement as judge advocate general of
the Army. Others in the carpool—Professors Tom
Rothwell, Bill Rieger, and Bill Lockhart—enjoyed
grilling the general’s daughter about the law. “Stefan
Riesenfeld and Rudy Schlesinger were frequent visitors at our home, as was Miguel De Capriles. I felt
dwarfed by these legal giants.”
Today, it’s hard to imagine Prugh being
dwarfed by anyone. She was honored by the State
Department with the Franklin Award in 2006 and
the Superior Honor Award in 2007. Earlier, she
received the Defense Superior Service Medal, the
Legion of Merit, the Meritorious Service Award, and
the NATO and NATO Kosovo Awards.

18
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making for the second largest city in the United
States. “My personal goal is to help enrich the quality of life of Los Angelenos in the entire city of Los
Angeles, which is currently in the midst of a Renaissance. My education at Hastings prepared me not
just to ‘think like a lawyer,’ but more importantly to
appreciate the greater policy implications of my work.
I am thankful every day to those law professors who
taught me to solve legal issues in a creative manner
for the greater good of society while maintaining the
highest ethical and moral compass.”
WORKER PROTECTION | As a senior staff attor-

ney for the National Labor Relations Board in Los
Angeles, Rudy Fong-Sandoval ’98 is responsible
for investigating and prosecuting unfair labor practice charges filed by individuals, unions, and corporations pursuant to federal labor law and policy. Most
of his work deals with protecting employees from
discrimination because of their union and concerted
activities for mutual aid and protection. “Many of
these discriminatees are Spanish speakers of Latino
descent, and I feel privileged to be able to serve this
marginalized Latino immigrant population of Los
Angeles County.” As a teen immigrant himself from
Guatemala, Fong-Sandoval’s legal studies at Hastings were enriched tremendously by participating
in the Legal Educational Opportunity Program.
“LEOP materialized education into action for me
by diversifying the legal community and producing
attorneys who have gone back to their communities
to empower and protect them. I feel blessed to be able
to put LEOP’s theory and purpose into practice every
day at my job.”

{ a lu m n i }

SERVING ABROAD | After six years at Sonnen-

As special counsel to the Los Angeles City Council,
Eduardo Angeles ’90 is working to “enrich the
quality of life of Los Angelenos.”

CLEARING THE AIR | A trial attorney in the

Environmental Enforcement Section of the United
States Department of Justice, Kate Konschnik ’02
prosecutes companies for alleged violations of the
Clean Air Act and other federal environmental statutes. “I always knew I wanted to do environmental
work, but at Hastings I learned how to channel that
passion. Professors such as Karen Musalo, Joel Paul,
Naomi Roht-Arriaza, and the Honorable William
Schwarzer taught me that I could care deeply about
my work and yet articulate my positions in a logical
and concise manner. I left Hastings confident and
ready to embark on a legal career that could help
bring about positive change.”

Trial attorney Kate Konschnik ‘02 brings her lifelong
passion for protecting the environment to her work for
the Justice Department.

schein, Nath and Rosenthal, Diane Sovereign ’93
joined the U.S. Department of State Foreign Service.
She is a press officer in the public affairs office at
the U.S. Embassy in Beijing. “If you are counting
the years from our 1993 graduation, I can tell you I
took a few years off in there, one year off to travel and
another year or so in bits and pieces to work in Bosnia
and Kosovo.” She has been posted at U.S.-NATO in
Brussels as a political officer; in Mosul, Iraq, as part
of the Coalition Provisional Authority; and in Beijing as a consular officer, then a political officer, and
now as a press officer. “In 2009, I will go to Wuhan,
China, to head up our new consulate there.”
MULTITASKING IN L.A. | John Nordin ’69 is

assistant chief of the Civil Division, U.S. Attorney’s
Office, U.S. Department of Justice, and special
attorney to the attorney general in Los Angeles. He
litigates and supervises the litigation of employment,
tort, civil rights, environmental, immigration, and
constitutional cases, and cases involving challenges
to government programs and statutes. He also evaluates Department of Justice offices, trains federal
attorneys and law enforcement officers, and handles
special assignments involving the investigation and
litigation of claims of misconduct by federal agencies
throughout the country. Nordin has the distinction
of twice being presented with the Department of Justice’s coveted Director’s Award by Attorney General
Janet Reno and has received numerous awards and
honors for his work. In his spare time, Nordin pursues course work toward a master’s degree in alternate
dispute resolution. He also does pro bono mediation
and arbitration for the L.A. County Bar Association, the L.A. Superior Court, and the U.S. District
Court.

UC Hastings
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Brad Seligman ’78
| Making an Impact   
Brad Seligman is a tenacious advocate for American workers, a modern David taking on behemoth Goliaths like Lucky Stores, State Farm Insurance, Target, and now Wal-Mart.
A self-described “child of the ’60s,” he dropped in and out of college before finally earning his
bachelor’s degree via independent studies. Deciding late to try law school, he was admitted on the first day
of class at Hastings. He performed well in courses and served on the Hastings Law Journal.
Seligman idealistically viewed the law as a tool for social justice, but he questioned whether that
perspective was “myth or reality.” For Seligman, an externship with California Supreme Court Justice
Matthew Tobriner was the most meaningful experience of his formal legal education. According to Seligman, the internship with “one of the great progressive judges” served as an “antidote to the easy sense of
cynicism one could have about the law.” He decided to give the law five years and then reassess his career
options.
After one year at Stanford in a teaching fellowship and a second in Sacramento clerking for U.S.
District Judge Lawrence Karlton, Seligman joined a small firm in Oakland with a practice in employment
discrimination.
For the first year, the three partners at the firm were heavily involved in a large class action trial,
leaving the new associate—Seligman—to do almost everything else. He relished the opportunity to learn
hands-on, and he found his voice in employment discrimination, housing, and consumer class action law.
As the firm grew to 40 attorneys, Seligman’s career flourished. He was eventually elected managing
partner. He had several monumental class action victories and established a reputation as one of the top
employment lawyers in the country.
After winning a large class action recovery, Seligman was jarred when his young daughter asked
him to quit his job. As a single parent, Seligman reassessed his work/
life balance and found the life side sorely lacking. He resigned from the
“My aim is to reinvigorate
firm and took time to reconsider his work, his family, and his future.
During this period of assessment, Seligman first conceived of
the use of ‘impact
the Impact Fund, now 15 years old. The nonprofit legal organization
makes grants and provides training and counsel to small nonprofits
litigation’ as a tool for
and private firms working toward social justice. Seligman says, “My
aim is to try to reinvigorate the use of ‘impact litigation’ as a tool for
achieving social justice,”
achieving social justice.” He defines impact litigation as “having a
broad impact by changing the law or bringing relief to large numbers
says Seligman.
of people.”
Hastings professor Leo Martinez ’78 was Seligman’s classmate in
law school, and they worked together on the Hastings Law Journal. Of
Seligman, he says, “Brad was a smart, industrious guy in law school, and he excelled academically. He could
have taken his skills and talents anywhere, but he chose to pursue an unconventional career path. With his
intellect and work ethic, it’s no surprise that he has done so well.”
Seligman is a formidable opponent when he and his team take on a case. He is passionate about
ending discrimination, and he loves the work. Remarried with two young daughters, he carefully guards
the work/life balance he has attained.
When Seligman attended Hastings, the law school did not have clinical programs or legal research
centers. “Today’s students enjoy a wealth of opportunities for engaging in society’s issues through the law,”
says Seligman. “It’s really wonderful.”
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• Pursuing International justice
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Mark Harmon ’71
| Prosecuting War Crimes
“We prosecute people responsible for genocide and crimes against humanity,” says Mark Harmon ’71. “Our
objective is to contribute to peace and security in the former Yugoslavia by prosecuting those most responsible for these crimes.”
Harmon is a senior trial attorney at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia,
often referred to as the “war crimes tribunal.” The United Nations established the tribunal at The Hague in
1993, and Harmon arrived in 1994, just as the court was beginning its work.
The tribunal is the natural culmination of Harmon’s career, and it represents the ultimate accomplishment of a purpose-driven life. As a child in Burlingame, Harmon befriended neighbors he remembers
as “very nice people.” Hearing that they were Holocaust survivors, he explored what that meant and was
troubled by what he learned. “I just couldn’t understand how people could do this to other people. It was
impossible to make sense of it. I felt strongly that it should never happen again.”
“Who knew,” he reflects, “that 50 years later I would have this opportunity with the war crimes
tribunal?”
Harmon has exhaustively assembled evidence and
“I just couldn’t understand how
witnesses essential to his cases. He has become familiar
with seemingly every detail of the events of July 1995, when
people could do this to other
as many as 8,000 Muslim men and boys were rounded up
and massacred in the town of Srebrenica. He has completed
people,” says Harmon. “It was
three complex, intense, and lengthy trials—the shortest was
17 months—and negotiated five plea agreements.
impossible to make sense of it.”
Professor Rory Little says, “The tribunal generates important international law precedents regarding war
crimes, genocide, and the international criminal process. As the most senior prosecutor, Mark Harmon is
vital to the court and its most important trials.”
Harmon remembers “very demanding” teachers at Hastings, especially Professors Prosser, Powell,
and Perkins. “They stimulated my mind and gave me direction,” he says.
He recalled approaching Professor Roger Traynor, who was teaching Advanced Criminal Procedure,
to seek his counsel about obtaining additional education in civil rights. The renowned former chief justice of
the California Supreme Court advised Harmon without hesitation to “go out and start practicing law.”
Harmon “always wanted to protect the little guy.” Beginning his professional career as deputy public
defender in Santa Clara, he represented lots of “little guys” for 12 years. At that point, he moved across the
courtroom, taking a position as federal prosecutor with the United States Department of Justice. He worked
in the Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division for five years.
Transferring to the Environmental Crimes Section, Harmon strengthened his reputation as part of
the team prosecuting an enormous, widely publicized oil spill in Alaska’s Prince William Sound. For his
work on the Exxon Valdez case, Harmon was honored with the prestigious Attorney General’s Distinguished Service Award.
Although Harmon has received several awards, the most gratifying acknowledgment of his work was
perhaps the most humble. Sent on behalf of the Mothers of Srebrenica, “the note was a thank-you for my
efforts—very simple but meaningful from a group of victims who had suffered so much.”
When the war crimes tribunal was established, Harmon moved with his family to the Netherlands,
where he will stay until the tribunal completes its work. What’s next for this world-class prosecutor at the
top of his game? “I’m not thinking about that now. I am preparing for the next trial.”

{
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Advocates for Social Justice

AID FOR ASYLUM SEEKERS | As a detention

attorney for the American Friends Service Committee in Newark, New Jersey, Danielle Bolden ’99
provides legal representation to detained asylum
seekers before the immigration courts. “My clients
are fleeing war and persecution from countries in
conflict, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Sudan, the Ivory Coast, Guinea, Colombia, Tibet,
and Liberia. I also provide weekly Know Your Rights
presentations, intake screenings, and free consultations to newly detained immigrants at a nearby detention center. Hastings prepared me well for my current
position. I most value my experience as a student at
the Hastings Civil Justice Clinic, where I received
the mentoring and training necessary to thrive in a
high-volume legal services program. I also remain in
contact with many former classmates and consider
them my esteemed colleagues and close friends.”

CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATE | As western regional
counsel at the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Erica Teasley Linnick ’95 conducted
civil rights litigation, public education, and legislative advocacy on behalf of people of color and the
poor. “The course work, the faculty, and our clients
at the Civil Justice Clinic prepared me for my career
as a civil rights advocate. I did my first deposition in
that class, and my partner and I had another client
for whom English was a second language. Both our
wage and hour and our Social Security benefits cases
had racial and class implications.”
VETERANS SERVICES | Amy Fairweather ’99

is director of Swords to Plowshares’ Iraq Veteran
Project and the Coalition for Iraq and Afghanistan
Veterans, working to improve services for Iraq and
Afghanistan veterans and their families. “My course
work with Hastings Civil Justice Clinic continues to
have an enormous impact on my work. I regularly rely
on lessons learned through the clinic, both by providing timely and appropriate legal services to war veterans and to advocate for policies to prevent homelessness and poverty stemming from posttraumatic stress
syndrome, traumatic brain injury, and those wounds
of war which extend far beyond the battlefield.”
CATO INSTITUTE | Service as editor in chief of the

Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly inspired Jim

Harper ’94 to get involved in public policy. A former

At the Cato Institute in Washington, D.C., Jim Harper
’94 promotes policies favoring individual liberties,
free markets, and peace.
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committee counsel in both the U.S. House and the
U.S. Senate, he now promotes policies favoring individual liberty, free markets, and peace at the Cato
Institute in Washington, D.C. His specialties include
technology and privacy, and his Congress-tracking
website, WashingtonWatch.com, will have a million
visitors this year. He has been a leading opponent of
the REAL ID Act, a national ID law that passed
in 2005, and his book Identity Crisis helped spur a
nationwide “REAL ID Rebellion.”
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ing activists and advocates with tools and resources
about court decisions and strategies for working with
the judiciary on women’s rights issues.
TAKING ON UTILITIES | “My most exciting pro-

Randy Kline ’97 is a senior staff attorney
at Public Health Law & Policy, an Oakland
nonprofit.

PROMOTING PUBLIC HEALTH | Randy Kline ’97

is a senior staff attorney at Public Health Law &
Policy, a nonprofit center based in Oakland. He
works closely with public health advocates around
the country to help create laws that will advance their
goals, such as limiting junk-food marketing to kids,
making it easier for people in low-income neighborhoods to access healthier foods, and protecting
people who live in apartment buildings from their
neighbors’ cigarette smoke. “Hastings broadened my
understanding of how the law can serve as a tool for
change. In the work I do now, I help design innovative new laws to improve people’s health by changing
their environments and social norms, building a new
climate where unhealthy choices are less acceptable,
less accessible, and less desirable.”
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S RIGHTS | Founder

and executive director of Women’s Link Worldwide,
Viviana Waisman ’95 advances women’s rights
through the implementation of international human
rights law and the use of international tribunals and
strategic litigation. “We achieved a tremendous victory for women in Colombia in 2006 by challenging
the country’s abortion law, under which the procedure was illegal in all circumstances. Women’s Link
has also been at the forefront of strategic initiatives to
ensure gender equality for women, including efforts
involving Spain, Morocco, Mexico, Trinidad and
Tobago, and Nicaragua.” She is especially proud of the
Gender Justice Observatory, an online database link-

fessional work over the last two years has been as
co-counsel for the State of Montana in the state district court case of PPL Montana et al v. Montana,”
says Jon Ellingson ’74 . “We sought back and
future rent from three hydroelectric utilities who use
state streambeds in their operations. In October, we
settled with Avista for approximately $4 million a
year going forward. PPL declined to settle, and the
case was tried. In June, the court awarded the state
$35 million for back rent and $6 million a year going
forward. All of the money goes to state trust lands
beneficiaries, primarily the public school system.”
CONSUMER LAW | Lili Sotelo ’95 is the directing
attorney of the consumer law unit of the Legal Aid
Foundation of Los Angeles. “Our practice in the area
of foreclosure prevention and mortgage fraud litigation puts us at the center of the country’s financial
crisis. We are working very hard to preserve home
ownership in low-income communities and to prevent the types of financial practices that led to the
housing debacle.”
CHILDREN’S ADVOCATE | Described as “a real
champion for kids,” Tami Sonder ’69 works at the
Madera County District Attorney’s Office as a child
support attorney. She establishes child support orders
and enforces them for the benefit of California’s children. Earlier, Sonder was with the Fresno County
District Attorney’s Office for several years, working
on dependency cases, defending children from abusive households, and prosecuting welfare fraud.
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• POLITICAL TRAILBLAZERS

Jackie SpEier ’76
| Leading with Passion
Analysis, inquiry, cross-examination. Representative Jackie Speier ’76 puts those essential skills, honed at Hastings, to constant use in her personal and professional life.
Speier has taken great strides in her California political career, advancing from congressional staffer in
1978 to congresswoman in 2008. She is among the newest members in the House of Representatives, and she
describes attainment of her position in Congress as remarkable. “I view it with great humility and great reverence
for those who were here before me,” she says.
Speier acknowledges that the workload is enormous and the learning curve is steep, “like cramming for
the bar exam times ten.” No stranger to the challenges of making law for an unwieldy democracy, Speier has
taken steps to prepare for representation of California’s Twelfth Congressional District. She was elected to the
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors just four years after graduating from Hastings, making her the youngest
person ever elected to that board. Subsequently, she spent ten years in the California Assembly followed by eight
years in the State Senate. During that period, she authored more than three hundred pieces of legislation that
were enacted, and her legislative advocacy and community service were recognized by myriad influential groups.
26
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Reflecting upon her achievements, Speier
says, “I am especially proud of the body of work I
accomplished while in the state legislature. Specifically, my efforts related to child-support enforcement
resulted in more than $1 billion in previously unpaid
child support being paid to California families.” She
also points to legislation she authored that created the
organ donor registry in California, which connects
potential donors with recipients.
Speier demonstrated exceptional grit and
determination when faced with more than her share of
catastrophes. For many, she will forever be associated
with a tragic confrontation in Jonestown, Guyana, in
1978. As legal counsel to Congressman Leo Ryan,
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“Where I see wrong, I will do my best
to make it right, no matter the cost.
The worst thing that can happen is
that I’ll lose an election.”

she traveled with his delegation to investigate alarming reports about the People’s Temple and charismatic leader Jim Jones. Just before leaving Guyana,
the group was attacked by gunmen who killed Ryan
and repeatedly shot Speier, who was then left for dead
on the airport tarmac. Rescued after 22 hours, Speier
adopted a tenacious resolve to live fully.
Some years later, when she was expecting her
second child, Speier lost her husband in an auto accident. Thrust into single parenthood, she became an
even more ardent advocate for women and children.
As the freshman congressperson from California, Speier now holds the seat that Ryan occupied
in 1978. Although she comes to Congress with a full
career in public service behind her, she is working to
establish a reputation for being “a curious student” of
public policy and the legislative process. Her commitment to both the processes and the outcomes will help
her to move legislation forward.
Speier is concerned that agencies and programs
funded by Congress do not receive enough oversight.
“We’re failing a fundamental responsibility by enacting laws but not following up to ensure that they are
implemented and enforced.” She may soon have an
opportunity to address that concern. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi recently appointed Speier to the Financial Services Committee, which oversees legislation
governing banks, credit card companies, insurance
companies, and other financial institutions.
She is excitedly learning about new issues,
describing some as “mammoth” and even “gnarly.”
For example, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act would provide immunity to the telecom industry,
granting business immunity for sharing private information without a warrant. Such complex legislation
demands intense scrutiny, and this is just one of the
many matters commanding Speier’s attention.
UC Hastings
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More Officeholders

National leader  | Now with the Las Vegas

firm of Lionel Sawyer & Collins, Richard Bryan ’63
focuses on government relations at the federal, state,
and local levels, particularly in the area of public land
use issues. Bryan is known nationally for representing
Nevada in the U.S. Senate until 2001, after leading
the state as governor from 1983 to 1989. He began
his career of public service as a deputy DA in the
Clark County District Attorney’s Office. “In 1966, I
was appointed the county’s first public defender,” he
says. “Later, I was a member of the Nevada legislature
for 10 years, first as state assemblyman and later as a
state senator.” He also served as Nevada attorney general. Bryan also narrates a weekly history program on
Nevada Public Radio called Nevada Yesterdays.
LONGTIME NEVADA SENATOR | Having served

in the Nevada State Senate since his election in 1972,

William Raggio ’51 claims the distinction of having

Corporate Citizens

NIKE FOUNDATION | Amy Blumenberg ’92

lives in Portland, Oregon, with her husband, Chris,
and five-year-old daughter, Eleanor. Blumenberg is
the attorney for Nike’s community affairs grant program, which donates play surfaces to urban parks
departments and urban school districts, and the Nike
Foundation, a corporate foundation with the mission
of improving the lives of adolescent girls in the developing world.
CHARITIES | Thelen
Raysman & Steiner partner
Stephen Fowler ’87 understands the importance
of community service. As head of the firm’s Thelen
Cares initiative, Fowler has led the firm’s efforts to
work directly with nonlegal local agencies engaged
in assisting at-risk youth, the elderly, people with disabilities, and many other charitable causes. As part of
that effort, Fowler helped raise more than $100,000
last year, with that money going
directly to charities like Boys Hope
Girls Hope, Meals on Wheels, and
Silicon Valley Habitat for Humanity. “Our goal is to make sure we
are fully engaged as a member of
our community,” Fowler says.
BENEFITING

Reid

LOCAL

Brown

the longest Senate service in Nevada history. He has completed nine successive
terms in the Senate, where he is currently
the majority leader. Named the Outstanding Prosecutor in the United States by his
peers, Raggio was elected to three terms as
district attorney for Washoe County and is
a former national president of the National
District Attorneys Association. He also
MUNICIPAL LAW | Greg
was selected multiple times as the most
Stepanicich ’77 has practiced
effective state legislator in a poll published
municipal law with a private law
in the Ralston Report, and was named twice
firm since graduating from HastStephen Fowler ’87 heads
in a Las Vegas Sun survey of the Ten Most
ings, representing a wide variety
Thelen
Cares,
a
series
of
Influential Persons in the State of Nevada.
of cities and other local public
local charitable initiatives.
He is a fellow of the American College
agencies throughout California
of Trial Lawyers. His practice with Jones
as city attorney, general counsel,
Vargas in Reno concentrates on gaming and governand special counsel. “One of my favorite classes in
ment affairs.
law school was land use regulation taught by Professor Cunningham, which led to my interest in local
government law and particularly land use law.”
NATIVE AMERICAN LAW | “I have been involved
in all aspects of gaming, casino, and Indian law for
over 20 years,” says Jerry Levine ’65, a partner
in Holland & Knight’s Los Angeles office. “I am
particularly active in the development of the firm’s
28
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Indian gaming practice, providing legal counsel in
over a dozen major tribal casino projects, and as a
leading tribal representative in tribal-state compact
negotiations in several states, including California,
Oklahoma, and Washington.” Levine was lead counsel in State of Washington v. Chehalis, which resulted
in making electronic gaming devices available to all
tribes in that state. He has represented a number of
Indian gaming organizations, including serving as
corporate counsel to the National Indian Gaming
Association (NIGA), the California Nations Indian
Gaming Association, and the Washington Indian
Gaming Association. Levine was chairman of the
NIGA Task Force on Indian Gaming Regulations
Act and of NIGA’s Law and Legislative Committee.
IMMIGRATION | Margot Champagne ’72 specializes in U.S. immigration and citizenship cases.
Her work includes family and employment-based
petitions, alien labor certifications, consular processing, deportation defense, refugee and asylum
cases, and a subspecialty in claims to U.S. citizenship. Champagne was for many years active in the
immigration bar, serving as chair of the Washington,
D.C., chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association, chair of its Ethics and Unauthorized Practice of Law committee, as well as serving
on the bar’s National Liaison Committee with the
U.S. Department of Labor. Although she maintains
her office in Washington, D.C., Champagne lives in
northern Arizona where she takes occasional cases
since she is the only immigration lawyer for a radius
of several hundred miles. She credits her career “to
her dad, to Dean Marvin Anderson’s support, to a
select group of law school pals and colleagues, and to
an unabashed reverence for the promises made to all
of us in the Constitution of the United States.”

Leading Scholar | Nell Jessup Newton ’76

is the coauthor of the third edition of a leading textbook, Cases & Materials on American Indian Law, and
is the editor in chief of Cohen’s Handbook of Federal
Indian Law, the only treatise on the subject. In addition, she is the author of nearly 60 articles, ranging
from newspaper editorial opinion articles to law
review articles. Her law review articles have been
reprinted in scholarly books on Indian law, race law,
the law of reparations, and legal philosophy.
SPECIAL EDUCATION | The Hastings Civil Justice

Clinic introduced Lucia Kanter ’98 to the special
education community while she was a student. After
law school, she continued a pro bono practice on behalf
of the Community Alliance for Special Education.
She was elected to its board of directors, and then
became president of the board. “In the meantime,”
she says, “when my eldest son
turned two, he was diagnosed
with autism. This launched us
into an intense early intervention program for him, including a significant contribution
to autism research by participating in a grueling 16-week
regimen for a study through the
MIND Institute at UC Davis.”
Kanter began teaching negotiation in the Center for Dispute
Resolution at Hastings in 2003
and just completed her seventh
semester of teaching.

Lucia Kanter ’98, pictured
with her sons, became
president of the board of
the Community Alliance for
Special Education.
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Long acclaimed for brilliant teaching,

Hastings professors are invigorated
by penetrating research and topflight

Teaching
by

Example

David Jung | Thinking Locally
research in state and local law
Innovative lawmaking at the state and local level
makes California a leader in addressing today’s
most vexing issues. Through the Center for State
and Local Government Law—a research center
unique to Hastings—Professor David Jung creates
opportunities for Hastings students to become
involved in the search for solutions. They assist
with research, they work directly with state lawmakers in the legislative clinic in Sacramento, and
they work with city and county attorneys’ offices
through the local government law clinic.
The Center incorporates the Public Law
Research Institute, which produces reports that
provide California lawmakers with objective and
nonpartisan legal analysis. Students play a major
role in preparing these reports, and Jung is enthusiastic about the quality of their work: “Hastings
students are remarkable for their eagerness to
jump into complex questions of public law, often
contributing creative and original ideas.”
Jung particularly likes bringing students,
scholars, lawyers, politicians, and administrators
together around timely topics. Most of all, he
enjoys fostering the relationship between Hastings
graduates and students. “So many of California’s
leading public lawyers are Hastings alumni, and
their generosity in mentoring the next generation
of public lawyers is extraordinary.”
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lawyering, inspiring students and
alumni to address society’s most
important challenges.
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Miye Goishi | Civil Justice
A career-long commitment to low-income clients
With 15 years of clinical education in her portfolio, Clinical Professor
Miye Goishi is a natural for her new role as director of the Civil Justice
Clinic. Even before coming to Hastings, Goishi represented low-income
clients with Contra Costa Legal Services and served as executive director
of Marin Legal Aid. She is widely known as an excellent teacher, empathetic listener, and practical problem solver for her clients.
Professor Mark Aaronson, former clinic director, described Goishi
as “patient, conscientious, and methodical in her work—all of which will
be valuable in directing the clinic.” Clinical students and colleagues value
her talent for viewing matters with a fresh perspective. “She sees through
to the heart of issues, often opening new possibilities for responding
to them.”
As director of the clinic, Goishi will continue to teach and supervise students as they represent clients in cases involving employment,
housing, or disability benefits law. “The beauty of the clinical experience,”
says Goishi, “is in observing students as they connect their classroom
learning to the way the law actually affects real people.”

Leo Martinez ’78 | Nonprofit Leader
board member extraordinaire
In the classroom, Professor Leo Martinez ’78 teaches contracts,
insurance, and tax. He also puts his expertise to work for several nonprofit organizations. He is currently board chair of Public Advocates,
a San Francisco-based public interest law firm dedicated to ensuring equality in treatment to the underrepresented. He also serves as
chair of the board of the St. Francis Hospital Foundation and vice
chair of the board of Northern California Public Broadcasting, which
owns three San Francisco Bay Area public television stations and two
public radio stations.
Outside of the Bay Area, Martinez serves as chair of the board
of Public Radio Capital, a nonprofit organization dedicated to broadening the reach of public broadcasting. He is also a member of the
board of Access Group, a nonprofit originator of loans to graduate
students enrolled in professional schools.
Of his commitment to public interest work, Martinez says, “It
keeps me connected with the real world, and the experience of applying my legal skills makes me a better classroom teacher.”

UC Hastings
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Donna Ryu | Working for Workers
	Employment lawyer of the year
Clinical Professor Donna Ryu loves teaching
at Hastings because clinical courses give her
the chance to work with students as they
represent real clients. “The clinical experience
is powerful. For most students, it’s the
first time they are in the driver’s seat as the
primary advocate. It is also an opportunity to
give direct, tangible support to clients in our
community.”
In an unusual opportunity, Ryu served
as lead counsel in Murphy v. Kenneth Cole Productions, a landmark wage and hour case that
her Hastings clinical students originally took
to trial in 2003. The California Supreme Court
ultimately decided in favor of Ryu’s client, and
the attorneys’ fee award of $1 million will be
used to advance the clinic’s mission.
For her work on the Murphy case, Ryu
was chosen as the 2008 California Lawyer of
the Year for Employment Law, recognized
for her “extraordinary achievements” and
“profound impact on the law.” The California
Employment Lawyers Association also honored Ryu “for improving the lives of working
women and men in California.” This year, she
was selected as the Public Interest Professor of
the Year by the Hastings Public Interest Law
Foundation.
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Rory Little | Criminal Law
bringing a breadth of real-world experience to students
Crim Law, Crim Pro, and Con Law—those are the courses for which
Professor Rory Little is best known at Hastings. Little brings to Hastings a
wealth of public sector experience. After graduating from Yale Law School,
he clerked for federal courts, including district, circuit, and supreme courts;
he prosecuted labor corruption, money laundering, narcotics, and other
organized criminal activity in San Francisco; and he argued more than 50
appeals before the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals for the U.S. Attorney’s
Office. Thanks to the depth and breadth of his knowledge, the Ninth Circuit
recently appointed him independent prosecutor for a professional responsibility case.
The enormous value of clerkships is among Little’s favorite topics. “I
love helping our talented students get postgraduate jobs with judges. Clerkships are incredible career enhancers, and they’re good for Hastings, too.”
Little recently argued two cases in the Ninth Circuit and one in
the California State Court of Appeals. “This definitely makes me a better
teacher,” says Little. “It keeps me up to date on the fast-changing nature of
the ‘real’ practice of law, for which I can then better prepare my students.”

John Leshy | Natural Resources Expert
representing the earth’s assets
John Leshy, Harry Sunderland Distinguished Professor of Real Property
Law, enjoys everything about teaching. Nationally known for his
expertise in federal lands, natural resources, water, and American
Indian law, Leshy moves fluidly between academic, governmental, and
nonprofit organizations, acquiring valuable experience that informs
his teaching.

After graduating from Harvard Law School, Leshy litigated
civil rights cases for the United States Department of Justice out of
Washington, D.C., then moved to the Bay Area to work for the Natural Resources Defense Council. After another stint in Washington as
the Interior Department’s associate solicitor for energy and resources,
he began his law teaching career at Arizona State University. In 1992,
he returned to Washington as special counsel to the chairman of the
House Natural Resources Committee. Leshy then joined the Clinton administration as Interior solicitor, becoming the second-longestserving solicitor in the department’s 160-year history.
A professor at Hastings since 2002, Leshy says, “Teaching gives
me a wonderful opportunity to convey some of the lessons I’ve learned
in public service. What’s more, I’ve always found student perspectives
refreshing and challenging.”
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Students Give Back
Lawyers-to-be Contribute To community

ings-to-Haiti has been the most educational and rewarding experience at Hastings for me and will influence my
practice for years to come. It has taught me the importance of legal education in maintaining the rule of law
and upholding the most basic civil rights.”

Law School 101

Hastings Students Go Global
Each year during spring break, student and faculty
representatives of the Hastings-to-Haiti Partnership
travel to Jérémie,�������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������
Haiti, to visit sister law school ��������
L’École
Supérieure Catholique de Droit de Jérémie����������
. The law
school is dedicated to training a new generation of lawyers who will defend basic human rights and strengthen
the rule of law in Haiti.
The delegation of Hastings students, along with
Professors Richard Boswell and Karen Musalo,
meets with Haitian students, exchanging ideas and
perspectives about each country’s legal system. Student
volunteers from Hastings have also installed a computer
lab so the Haitian students can more easily access information for their research.
Hastings-to-Haiti’s participants, impassioned
and inspired by the mission, finance the expedition
themselves. According to Blaine Bookey ’09, “Hast34
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Hastings reached out to the Bay Area community with a
special event geared toward prospective law school students of diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. Diversity
Day was organized by a consortium of student leaders,
who endeavor to prepare participants of all ages, from
middle school up to college graduates, for law school.
During the program, participants learned about
all facets of the application process, and Admissions,
Financial Aid, and the Legal Education Opportunity
Program hosted informative workshops. Student and
faculty panelists addressed the rigors of law school,
fielding questions from eager minds.
Assistant Dean of Admissions Mike Treviño
said, “Diversity Day is an incredible opportunity to help
demystify legal education for students who may lack
access to these resources.”
Throughout the day, Hastings students encouraged the participants to consider Hastings for law
school. More important, they inspired them to pursue
their dreams.

Advocates for Recovery
Students dedicated to restoring the Gulf Coast in the
ongoing wake of Hurricane Katrina take advantage
of many volunteer opportunities coordinated by the
student initiative Hastings Hurricane Relief. During
spring and winter break, activists provide essential support to communities still struggling to cope with the
aftermath of 2005’s devastating storm. Hastings is one
of many law schools with students actively involved in
hurricane relief. Hastings students are advocates for the
people, working for the New Orleans public defender,
city attorney’s office, Red Cross, Louisiana Justice Institute, and Sierra Club.
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Student Volunteers
Located just around the corner from Hastings, the General Assistance Advocacy Project provides free counseling, education, representation, and advocacy to lowincome, homeless, and marginally housed San Francisco
residents, helping them obtain the benefits of federal and
local assistance programs.
More than 50 student volunteers assist at least
2,000 clients each month. These advocates help people
apply for and receive General Assistance, food stamps,
and Supplemental Security Income. They resolve disputes with social service caseworkers, represent clients
at administrative hearings when benefits have been
denied or discontinued, and handle the appeals process,
if necessary.

The program was founded by Hastings students in
1985 in response to the unmet need for advocacy on behalf
of the homeless. Today, it continues to affirm human dignity and to hold public agencies to the same standard.

Public Interest Support
The Hastings Public Interest Law Foundation is a group
of students, faculty, and staff who raise summer stipends
for students working in the public interest and serving
the legal needs of underrepresented people. Working
together, they also inform others about public interest
issues through panels, discussions, and events. Without
a doubt, they foster socially responsible legal education
and promote equal access, justice, and involvement in
the legal system.

Meet the Weinstock Fellows!
Fulfilling the dying wishes of Sidney Weinstock ’32, his daughter Elise Kroeber created the Sidney Weinstock ’32
Public Interest Summer Fellowships, awarded this summer to twelve promising students.
“I am overwhelmed by the dedication and service orientation of these students,” Kroeber says. “Many of
them, in high school and even earlier, began to understand that they wanted a life of service. I feel both awed and
inspired.”
During their summer fellowships, each student worked in a nonprofit organization or clinic, making a
difference through their goodwill and compassion. Surely, Sidney Weinstock would be proud of his daughter and
these students.

Announcing the Weinstock Fellows

l

Gabriela Bischof ’10

l

Josh Friedman ’10

l

Ashley Hart ’09

Homeless Advocacy Project

Center for Justice and Accountability

HomeBase

Jessica Juarez ’09

l

Center for Constitutional Rights

Katherine Mahoney ’10
Shanti Michaels ’09
Rachel Mino ’09
Lili Nguyen ’09

l

l

l

Ariel Test ’09

l

l

AIDS Legal Referral Panel

Stanford Environmental Law Clinic

Employment Law Center—Racial Equality Program
The Opportunity Agenda’s Health Opportunity Initiative

l

My Linh Nguyen ’09
Leah Price ’10

l

Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach

International Bridges to Justice
Orleans Public Defenders

Morgan Weibel ‘09

l

Center for Gender and Refugee Studies
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class notes
News about your classmates and colleagues

07

“I have been busy pursuing my overly idealistic and
vague goals, such as ‘combating injustice’ and ‘ending
inequality,’ ” writes Phuong
Le. “I focus on immigration
litigation and have somehow
managed to successfully
handle cases at multiple levels, from immigration courts
all the way to the Ninth
Circuit. I also won my first
Ninth Circuit oral argument
and hope future arguments
do not cause as many ulcers.
I am still shocked when
people refer to me as ‘Mr.
Le.’ Though I miss my law
school sweetheart (who
moved to Southern California), I managed to cope by
purchasing a needlessly large
LCD TV.” ~ “Legal Reform
in Japan at the Dawn of the
Twenty-First Century,” by
Jessie Chui, was recently
published in the California
International Law Journal. ~
Michael Lagrama serves
as a deputy attorney general
for the California Department of Justice. Working
in the criminal division,
Michael represents the State
of California in state and
federal court proceedings.
~ “I have great experiences
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as an in-house associate
attorney at Panda Restaurant Group,” says Michael
Shemtoub, “especially
in the practice areas of
real estate, construction,
and corporate law. To my
surprise, I have even had
the pleasure of spearheading several transactions in
Puerto Rico. I have built
relationships with everyone from real estate agents
to general contractors to
attorneys, which has allowed
me to hone my leadership
skills and business acumen. With extensive client
contact, I now have a better
understanding of how to
craft language in a way that
protects my clients without
sacrificing their business
goals. All things considered,
I truly love the areas of law
that I practice in, and I’m
looking forward to more
challenging opportunities!” ~ Brad Daniels
is in Chicago working in
the land use and environmental department at
McGuireWoods, focusing
on issues pertaining to
the Clean Air Act, the
Clean Water Act, and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.
“Chicago is a big adjust-

ment—the weather sucks
and there is not even a hill in
sight—but it is an outstanding metropolitan city with
great festivals, food, and art.
I’ll be here until my wife
finishes medical school at
the University of Chicago,
and then we’ll probably be
ready for another move,
perhaps back to California.
I’m already dreading studying and taking another bar
exam.” ~ Roxanne Moin is
a municipal and redevelopment law associate in the
Irvine office of Best Best &

Krieger. ~ The Smith Firm,
a Sacramento-based real
property, environmental,
and general business firm,
hired Jose Vergara as
an associate. ~ Nema
Milaninia was elected
president of the Iranian
American Bar Association
and wrote an article about
veterans’ health care, which
was published in the DePaul
Journal of Health Care Law.

06

2006
Originally from Thailand,
Prathana Knapp moved
back after law school and
works in the corporate
deparment of Herbert
Smith, drafting contracts
for mergers and acquisitions,
hotel, and real estate transactions. She wrote “Idea of
Fiduciary Duty Is Born,”

Family Affair
Julia Riechert ‘07, left, works as an associate in the
Silicon Valley office of Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe,
practicing employment law. She
lives in San Carlos and volunteers
with Rocket Dog Rescue, a nonprofit
organization that saves homeless
dogs from euthanasia in Bay Area
shelters. Julia has many ties to Hastings: her sister, Allison Riechert ’09,
right, is a third-year, who intends to
practice employment law, and her
boyfriend, Mike Bitondo ’08, graduated this year.
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which was published by the
International Financial Law
Review. Prathana says, “I’d
like to get more information on the alumni networks
abroad and in international
agencies.” ~ Leila Knox
and her husband, Charlie,
are happy to announce the
birth of their daughter,
Hazel. Leila continues
to practice with Cooper
White & Cooper in San
Francisco. ~ As an associate at the Veen Firm, Isaac
Nicholson is practicing
catastrophic and workplace
injury. ~ Brian Wang is
in-house counsel for an
Internet marketing company
and also serves as cochair
of the Community Service
Committee for the Asian
American Bar Association. Brian was elected as a
pledged delegate for Barack
Obama, representing San
Francisco at the Democratic
National Convention.

05

2005
Nicole Smith is the
acquisitions editor for the
California Bar’s New Matter
Journal, the official publication of the intellectual
property section of the bar.
It is a volunteer position that
she does in addition to her
IP litigation position at her
firm. Nicole is enthusiastic
about the job, writing, “I
would love to receive intellectual property articles
from Hastings alums!” ~
Amy Harrington practices trust and estates law

at Hallisey & Johnson,
where she works with Anita
Longoria. Since graduation, she has had another
daughter, two-year-old
Julia. ~ Suhi Koizumi is
an attorney at FMF Global
Law Group, specializing in
U.S. and global immigration
of corporate clients. ~ “I
am happy to share with my
classmates and colleagues
that I am getting married in
November!” writes Kevin
Angstenberger. “My
fiancée and I live in the East
Bay and are very excited
about starting our new life
together.” ~ Sarah Huchel
is a senior consultant with
the California Assembly’s
business and professions
committee. ~ Little Fawn
Boland works at Rosette &
Associates, which specializes
in federal Indian law and
tribal law, and splits time
between its San Francisco
and Sacramento offices. ~ A
third associate at Baker &
McKenzie’s San Francisco

Wedding Bells
David Ross ‘06 and Miriam Shapira ‘06 were married in Pasadena, with groomsmen Joshua Caplan
and Joshua Sugnet standing by their side. They celebrated with classmates Margaret Alecks, Nick Filloy, Simon Goodfellow, Ivo Keller, Moira O’Neill,
Kelly Rem, Samantha Trujillo, and LaJohnne
White. David and Miriam met one month into law
school in Dean Prince’s contracts class. They reside
in Los Angeles, where David is an associate at Hennigan Bennett & Dorman and Miriam is an attorney
at Warner Bros.

office, Mariel Chatman
will spend next year in
its London office specializing in United Kingdom
employee equity benefits. ~
As a law clerk on the U.S.
Navy-Marine Corps Court
of Criminal Appeals, Mike
Maffei works for an appellate court judge, briefing
the judge on court cases and

writing draft opinions. Prior
to moving to Washington,
D.C., Mike completed a
two-year assignment as a
U.S. Navy public defender
and legal assistance attorney
at Naval Base Ventura
County, where he defended
sailors and marines accused
of a wide range of misdemeanor and felony crimes.
He also assisted sailors,
marines, their spouses, and
retirees with a host of legal
assistance issues, including
landlord-tenant law, immigration law, family law, and
wills and trusts. In addition,
Mike was deployed to Baghdad in support of Operation
Iraqi Freedom during 2007.
Mike writes, “While Washington is a great place to
live, I do miss the California
weather.” ~ Sue Swan
joined the Ventura County

Michael Shemtoub ‘07 with family and friends
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District Attorney’s Office
as deputy district attorney.
~ Carrey Wong is a staff
attorney at the Pomona
self-help legal access center
in the Pomona Courthouse. ~ As an associate at
O’Brien Watters & Davis
in Santa Rosa, Andrew
Watters specializes in
high net worth divorces and
general civil litigation. He
is a member of the Richard
Sangster Inn of Court,
Active 20-30 International,
and the American College
of Legal Medicine. He lives
in San Rafael and enjoys
sports cars, performance
driving, and softball in
his spare time. ~ Joseph
Boyd opened his own firm
in Kerman, California. His
wife also gave birth, to a
daughter, Robin Chantelle.

Hazel, daughter of Leila Knox ‘06; Peiwen Liu ‘04 with family; Addison, born to Stacie Smiley-Juha ‘04
and Damon Juha ‘04

04

2004
Damon Juha and Stacie
Smiley-Juha welcomed
the birth of their daughter,
Addison, earlier this year. ~
As an associate in the down-

town Los Angeles office of
Robinson Di Lando, Anca
Rusu specializes in highscale insurance defense and
construction defect cases.
She is pregnant with her first
child, who will arrive around
Thanksgiving. She says, “I
hope all my classmates and
fellow LLMs are well, and I
am eager to hear news about
them!” ~ Jacqueline Mai
and Michael Lopez were
married at the historic Mission Inn in Riverside. Jacqueline is a deputy attorney

Andrew Watters ‘05; Jacqueline Mai ‘04 and Michael Lopez
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general with the correctional
writs and appeals section in
San Diego. ~ Ryan Lapine
is an associate in the Los
Angeles office of Tucker
Ellis & West, practicing
mass tort, product liability,
and business litigation in the
firm’s trial department. ~
“I am pleased to announce
that I have opened my own
law office,” says Peiwen
Liu, “which engages exclusively in immigration law in
Los Angeles.” ~ Saleem
Erakat joined Snell and

Wilmer’s Orange County
office. ~ Having recently
completed a master of arts
in psychology, Claire
Hamady provides psychotherapy in San Francisco to
adult clients at New Leaf
and to children in the Sandplay program at the Sherman School. Claire says,
“I may use my law degree
some day … .” ~ Ashley
Harrington married John
Chalmers in Newport Beach
this year. She is currently
a litigation associate in
O’Melveny & Myers’s San
Francisco office. ~ Markecia Simmons is a deputy
city attorney in the criminal
division of the San Diego
City Attorney’s Office. Her
husband, James Simmons Jr.,
is a deputy district attorney
at the San Diego District
Attorney’s Office.
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03

2003
Genevieve Evarts is
a labor and employment
associate at Folger Levin &
Kahn, where she also chairs
the recruiting committee.
~ Ebony magazine featured
Adante Pointer in an
article titled “30 on the
Rise,” which identified
up-and-coming African
American leaders in the
nation who demonstrate
drive and achievement. ~
Brooke Goolsby Welch
is vice president and account
director at Van Prooyen
Greenfield’s San Francisco
office, where she counsels
clients on litigation communications, as well as supports
client marketing and public
relations efforts. Brooke was
previously a real estate litigator at Miller Star Regalia.
~ Lisa Tan is a partner at
Russakow Ryan & Johnson,
specializing in business
litigation. She writes, “I
miss Hastings tremendously and hope all is well.”
~ An associate in Squire
Sanders & Dempsey’s San

Francisco office, Arturo
Sandoval’s practice focuses
on intellectual property
and commercial litigation.
He is happily married to
Sonboleh Mousavi, and they
have two children, Arianna
and Sebastian. Arturo still
keeps in touch with many
of his law school classmates,
including Allison Arnell,
Brad Marsh, Diana
Hardy, Sarah Hines
Shinn, and Phong La. ~
Abby Bilkiss is the deputy
city attorney for Emeryville.
Previously, she worked for
Signature Properties.
~ Arjuna Farnsworth
is a workers’ compensation
attorney at Boxer & Gerson
in Oakland, where she
represents injured workers,
specializing in California
safety officers. She says, “I
am in hearings on a daily
basis and thank Hastings for
preparing me to be a practicing attorney. I enjoy participating in the Hastings labor
law clinic. I wish all the best
to my fellow alumni.”

Steve Hassid ‘01; Brooke Goolsby Welch ‘03

02

2002
“I’m a staff attorney in the
international tax group of
DLA Piper in Palo Alto,”
writes Steve Gibson. “My
wife, Sylvia, and I have three
kids: Elizabeth, age four and
a half; Robert, age two and
a half; and Bruce, who was
born earlier this year. Life
is definitely busy!” ~ Sara
Zalkin practices criminal
defense at the same office
that she clerked in during
law school, mainly handling
medical marijuana cases.

01

2001
Wade Rhyne is an assistant
United States attorney in
the criminal division of the

U.S. Attorney’s Office and
is also a reserve officer in
the U.S. Air Force Judge
Advocate General’s Corps.
~ Dresser-Rand named
Neeraj Bali its first inhouse intellectual property
counsel. Dresser-Rand is
a publicly held company
that manufactures, sells,
and services large, highly
engineered centrifugal and
reciprocating compressors,
steam and gas turbines, and
control systems for oil and
gas, chemical, and industrial
power companies in more
than 140 countries. ~ Timothy O’Connor works in the
juvenile delinquency unit of
the Fresno County District
Attorney’s Office, handling
cases involving juvenile sex
offenders. ~ Still working
at Long & Levit in San
Francisco, Beth Trittipo
and her husband, Geoff
Lane, just had a baby, Aidan
Burgess Lane. ~ Matthew
Lab is general counsel at
Equity Based Services, a
national commercial real
estate investment company.

Jacqueline, born to Glenn Spitzer ‘01 and Stacy Tyler ‘01; Beth Trittipo ‘01 with Aidan; Stasi Chase
‘00 with Remington
UC Hastings 39
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Spitzer and Stacy Tyler
celebrated their seventh
anniversary this year and
the birth of their first
child, Jacqueline. ~ An
associate in intellectual
property and technology
at Skadden Arps Slate
Meagher & Flom, Khoi
Nguyen is living in Paris
with his fiancée. ~ As a
Bob Burlingame ‘98; Jamison, born to Jenny Dixon ‘97
senior associate at GreenJohn Given ‘99
never practice law,” explains
berg Traurig’s Los Angeles
ciate in the San Francisco
Kevin
Fryer.
“I
live
in
San
office, Steve Hassid’s pracoffice of Seyfarth Shaw,
~ “I am thrilled to join the
Ramon and work with a
tice focuses on intellectual
where he practices in all
Natural Resources Defense
Pleasanton-based real estate
property and technology. ~
areas of labor and employCouncil as a staff attorney
development company,
Jesse Mainardi has joined
ment law. He also sits on the
in its Santa Monica office,”
MVP
Development,
doing
the Sutton Law Firm in San
firm’s hiring committee and
writes Damon Nagami.
land acquisition and entitleFrancisco, where he advises
is active in recruiting grads
“I am working to protect
ment work. My wife, Sasha,
clients regarding state and
from Hastings. ~ Sanjeev
endangered species’ habitats
and I have been married for
local campaign finance,
and to preserve the invaluAyyar joined Akin Gump’s
six
years,
and
we
have
a
15lobbying,
and
governmental
able open spaces in and
tax practice in Houston.
month-old daughter named
ethics laws.
around Southern CaliforAva.” ~ Stasi Chase
nia.” ~ Dominick Capoz1999
(formerly Gallegos) and her
2000
zola is a labor and employ“I am honored to be a memhusband,
Eric,
welcomed
Natasha
Spasic
practices
ment attorney with the law
ber of the Hastings board of
their first baby, Remington.
family law at a boutique
firm of Ogletree Deakins.
governors,” says Charanjit
~ Hawkins Prata & Daley
law firm in Palo Alto. She
He transferred from the
Brahma, “and look forward
elevated Cassandra
and her husband, Marino
firm’s Los Angeles office to
to the opportunity to give
Zappaterreno
to
partner.
Bozic,
have
two
daughters,
its Morristown, New Jersey,
something back to the
Her practice encompasses
Ava, age four, and Nika,
office and currently lives in
school.” ~ Jon Berger
labor and employment
who just turned one on
Morris Plains, New Jersey,
performs criminal appeals
issues, commercial disputes,
July 4. ~ “After passing the
with his wife, Jennifer,
for indigent prisoners in the
and
consumer
claims.
~
bar,
I
promptly
decided
to
and two sons. ~ Glenn
First and Sixth Appellate
Districts, and recently had
Warren Jackson is a comhis first published reversal.
mercial litigator in Kasowitz
“I have been surprised by my
Benson Torres & Friedman’s
career path, given that I was
San Francisco office. ~
set on practicing environ“Eight years, two bar exams,
mental law to save the trees,
and three kids later, I have
while most of my classmates
finally started practicing
were sure I would end up in
law!” writes Penelope
something software-related.
Gaffney, adding, “I am
I am grateful to Professor
now working part time
Bisharat for urging crimiat Finch & Associates in
nal procedure students to
Boise, Idaho.” ~ Andrew
McNaught is a senior assoJean Pledger ‘99; Regina Burch ‘99

00
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consider criminal defense
as a profession.” ~ An
associate professor at Capital
University School of Law in
Columbus, Ohio, where she
was recently awarded tenure,
Regina Burch is teaching business associations,
corporate finance, mergers
and acquisitions, securities
regulation, and a seminar in
corporate governance law.
~ John Given is serving
as corporate counsel for
Avid Technology, specializing in complex licensing
arrangements, contract
manufacturing, and general
intellectual property matters. “I am fortunate that I
found a situation that allows
me to combine law with my
interest in music and music
technology,” John writes. “I
am living in Oakland with
my wife, Rachel, and produce artists and perform as
my schedule allows.” ~ Currently a stay-at-home mom,
Shireen Advani Lee is
living in Singapore with her
husband and two-year-old
daughter, Kaveri, and plans

to launch a fashion business
next year. Shireen recently
vacationed in Bali with
Suma Peesapati. Prior to
leaving the United States in
2006, she worked in corporate positions at Tetra Tech,
the administrative office
of the courts, and Fireside
Bank. Shireen writes, “By
far, my best job is mother
of Kaveri. I hope all is
well with my classmates,
and I’m open to hearing
from anyone who wants
to get in touch with
me.” ~ Yana Johnson
practices employee benefits law at Morrison &
Foerster in San Francisco
and lives in Berkeley with
her partner, Sue, and her
children, Stella, age three,
and one-year-old twins Lena
and Niko. ~ Scott Steiner
is a prosecutor in the gang
unit of the Orange County
District Attorney’s Office
and also serves as chairman
of the planning commission for the City of Orange.
He is pursuing an LLM in
prosecutorial sciences from

Toy Story
Landon Moreland ‘98 and Su-Jin Lee Moreland
‘99 live in Los Angeles with their four-year-old
daughter, Mina, and one-year-old son, Beckham.
When not participating
in preschool activities
and

playdates,

Su-Jin

and Landon both work
in the law department
at Mattel, Su-Jin in the
corporate

department,

doing international tax
and intellectual property
structuring, and Landon
in legal and business
affairs, making license and development deals with
toy inventors and technology companies.

Chapman University School
of Law, and his master’s thesis on expanding hate crime
legislation for the homeless
was recently selected for
publication in the Criminal
Law Bulletin. Scott and

his wife celebrated their
tenth wedding anniversary
this year, as well as their
daughter’s second birthday.
~ After winning a contested
primary for the state assembly with 65 percent of the
vote, Alyson Lewis Huber
is ready to face Jack Sieglock
in the November general
elections for the 10th District. ~ Daniel O’Connor
is technology director for
Computer Science Corporation’s global content
management and collaboration practice. CSC recently
acquired the company that
Daniel cofounded, Zorch

Emmie Dell Reed ‘97 with friends; Marcus Wilson Wu ‘97
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Software. ~ California
Women Lawyers, the only
statewide bar association
for women in California,
elected Jean Pledger its
president. She is a partner at
Klein DeNatale Goldner
Cooper Rosenlieb & Kimball in Bakersfield.

98

1998
A senior corporate counsel
at salesforce.com, Renee
Mariano writes, “I would
love to reconnect with
my classmates and would
welcome mentor opportunities as well.” ~ Stephen
Erickson has joined Rogers
Sheffield & Campbell as
of counsel. ~ The California Bar appointed Eric
Sternberger the chair of
the business law, partnerships and LLCs committee,
and to the mediation panel
of resolution remedies. ~
Jared Eigerman is living
in Massachusetts, where he
and his wife had their first

Christina Djernaes ‘94 and her children, Torben and Sophia; Sandy Shepard ‘94 with
her husband, Herbert

child. ~ Bob Burlingame
is counsel in the intellectual
property group at Pillsbury
in San Francisco. He and his
wife, Julie, have two sons.
~ Ciarán O’Sullivan
joined Hanson Bridgett as
of counsel, where he litigates
trusts, estates, and conservatorships.

97

1997
Jenny Dixon and her
husband, John Gerding,
welcomed their first child,
Jamison, to the family. Jenny

From left: James Smith, Damien Lillis, and Martin Pitha, all
class of ’97
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enjoyed having her first
summer “vacation” in over
a decade before returning
to work at Wilson Sonsini
Goodrich & Rosati, where
she has been practicing since
2000. ~ Marcus Wilson
Wu is a partner in Hanson
Bridgett’s San Francisco
office, and his practice
includes employee benefits
and executive compensation, where he represents
both private and government employers. He speaks
frequently to legal and business groups on topics such
as stock option backdating,
fiduciary obligations of
retirement plan committees, and funding public
agencies’ retirement health
obligations. In tribute to his
uncle William Wu’s legacy,
Marcus spends his spare
time fundraising for the
preservation of the Foguang
Temple in Shanxi, China. ~
Marc Yassinger is the vice
president of tax at Platinum
Equity, a global private
equity firm headquartered
in Beverly Hills. He recently

gave a speech at the USC
Tax Institute titled Key Tax
Issues across the Private
Equity Lifecycle. Marc and
his wife, Lisa, whom he met
as a 2L, live in Los Angeles
with their two children,
Justin, age five, and Sophia,
age three. ~ Cliff Melnick
is a partner with Meserve
Mumper & Hughes in
Los Angeles, focusing on
trust and estate litigation,
administration, and planning. ~ Classmates James
Smith, Damien Lillis, and
Martin Pitha founded their
own litigation firm, Smith
Lillis Pitha, with offices in
San Francisco and Newport Beach. They represent
plaintiffs and defendants in
general business litigation,
employment disputes, and
serious personal injury cases.
They write, “We welcome
all our classmates to get in
touch with us.” ~ Greg
Tollefson is the senior
assistant general counsel in
employment law and litigation at Micron Technology,
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a Fortune 500 company that
is one of the world’s leading providers of advanced
semiconductor solutions.
~ Shorstein & Lasnetski
in Jacksonville, Florida,
was recently opened by
Paul Shorstein. The firm
practices state and federal
criminal defense, personal
injury, and family law. ~
Emmie Dell Reed served
as an economic stimulus volunteer preparing tax returns
for low-income families,
senior citizens, and disabled
veterans at the East Bay
Asian Development Center.
She has also volunteered as
a tax law instructor at Los

Medanos College and College of Alameda. ~ Elisa
Nadeau (formerly Jackson)
and her husband, Jason, have
a daughter, Hazel, and a
son, Adam. Elisa practices
appellate law, primarily
criminal appellate defense
for the Sixth District Appellate Program. ~ George
Gusman III is in-house
counsel for the Honolulu
Board of Water Supply, the
water utility on Oahu. His
current position gives him
more time to spend with his
wife, Beth, and their three
children, Emma (8), Dominic (6), and Ellie (3).

Waterworks
“My firm has grown to a total of seven people,”
writes Daniel Mortensen ‘94. As a member of the
Newhall County Water Board in Los Angeles, Daniel enjoys politics and all that goes into making
water flow when you turn on
the faucet. “Mark Twain once
said ‘Whiskey is for drinking—
water’s for fighting over,’ ” he
continues. “I think that sums
up water politics in California, the current environmental
issues in the Sacramento Delta
being ground zero for the fight.
I have three kids—Everett, five;
Claire, three; and Alex, two—who make it all worth
doing. Thank goodness for my wonderful wife, Morgan, who keeps us on track.”

96

1996
Chris Hwang became a
partner at Leonard Carder,
a union and employee-side
labor and employment
firm, primarily representing multiemployer health
and pension plans. He also
celebrated the birth of his
daughter, Phoebe Rain
Jasper, who has been happily
received and embraced by
her big brother, three-yearold William August Jasper.
Chris writes, “Needless to
say, the first half of this
year has been quite busy!”
~ Spearheading a fundraising effort at Hastings,
Charlene Usher created
the Black Law Students
Association Bar Grant,
which was awarded to Karis
Daggs ‘08. She was also
named a trustee for the
Hastings 1066 Foundation. Additionally, Charlene
enjoyed a weeklong vacation
in Costa Rica, where she
zip-lined through the rainforest and observed an active
volcano and a lot of wildlife.
~ Jennifer Britt Muzio
is a partner at Mangum &
Britt, a family law firm in
San Diego. She is married
and has a beautiful sevenyear-old daughter, Morgan.
~ Kristi Markey lives in
Monterey and is a shareholder with the education
law firm of Lozano Smith.
She is also an elected official
of the Monterey Peninsula Water Management
District.

95

1995
Sharli Colladay is of
counsel with Bingham
McCutchen in San Francisco, specializing in corporate and finance transactional work. ~ Providence
Health & Services, a
Seattle-based Catholicsponsored health system,
recently promoted John
Whipple to associate
general counsel. John and
his wife, Danielle, live on
Mercer Island and have two
sons—Carter, who is six,
and one-year-old Spencer.
~ Karen Gibbs joined the
Orange County office of
Crowell & Moring as partner, leading its West Coast
health care and life sciences
practice. ~ “I have been an
advocate for the abolition of
the death penalty, appearing
on all the major television
and cable networks, on
regional radio, and in print
media,” writes Joseph
Levin, who is certified by
the New Jersey Supreme
Court as a criminal trial
attorney. ~ Erica Teasley
Linnick was elected to the
board of the Impact Fund.
She is still with her band,
Jack Vinyl, and had her second child, Sadie, who joins
three-year-old Isaiah.

94

1994
Christina Djernaes lives
in Santa Barbara, where she
practices employment law on
behalf of employees. She’s
also raising her two children—Sophia, who is eight,
and Torben, four. Christina
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adds, “All is wonderful—and
challenging! I hope my
classmates are doing well.” ~
A lifestyle trainer and chief
empowerment officer of the
fEmpowerment Lifestyle
Training Academy, Sandy
Shepard wrote fEmpowerment: A Guide to Unleashing
Your Inner Bond Girl and
has discussed decluttering,
feng shui, and the art of the
cocktail on TV and radio.
She also runs the law firm
GoodSolutions.com but
hopes to close it next year to
concentrate on her lifestyle
training and relationshipmanagement business,
yourcardshark.com.
She is a member of the
National Speakers Association and resides in Marin
with her husband, Herbert.
~ Allison Sunderland
Radick and her husband,
Neil, welcomed their second
daughter, Lily Cecilia
Radick. Allison works as
a transactional real estate
attorney at Liner Yankelevitz Sunshine & Regenstreif
in Los Angeles.

93

1993
“I’m so sorry I’ll miss everyone at the reunion!” exclaims
Louise Lansky Ehrmann.
“I would love to be there, but
I just had my second child
(another boy), and traveling
all the way from New York
doesn’t seem possible. I’m
currently director of leasing
at Two Trees Management
in New York City where I
wear two hats: I am a broker
on the business deals for
commercial leases and the
in-house lawyer, negotiating and drafting all the
paperwork. However, I’ll be
giving up both hats to stay
home and focus on raising
my two kids for the next
year or so. I hope you’re all
doing well.” ~ Michael
Joseph Hudelson relocated to Miami from New
York City, where he continues to work for LexisNexis
as a director of intellectual
property solutions. He and
his wife, Elba Iglesias, have
a two-year-old son, Julian.
~ LexisNexis will publish
Understanding Patent Law by
Amy Landers in the fall.

logic courses at the University of New York in Prague.
In the fall, Bill will teach a
new course he is developing on emerging issues in
international law. ~ Gayle
Jenkins is a partner with
Winston & Strawn in Los
Angeles.

ARAYAKA by Ken Ayers ‘86

Amy will also be a visiting
professor at the University
of Utah during the upcoming academic year. ~ Bill
Cohn is in Prague teaching,
advising, and writing about
law and policy. Over the
past year, Bill worked with
the Fulbright Commission
to develop its rule of law
agenda and was invited by
the law faculty at Charles
University to deliver a public
lecture about lessons from
the war on terror. A regular
contributor to the Prague
Post, the New Presence, and
some online publications,
Bill teaches law, ethics, and

92

1992
In addition to being a
partner at her firm, Karen
Carrera has started a consulting practice that provides
employment and business
consulting, training, and
mediation to nonprofit
organizations and growing
businesses. The office also
conducts bilingual training for Latino workers.
~ Christopher Kearns
recently moved to New
York City and loves it. He
is deputy general counsel of
the international insurance
and financial services company ACE Limited, where
he manages the corporate
affairs group and handles
transactional matters such
as corporate finance and
mergers and acquisitions. ~
David Weiskopf is vice
president of corporate public
relations at Charles Schwab.
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1991
Having recently returned
to the workforce after
taking time to raise her
young children, Michelle
Lentzner is living in Portland and working at Buckley
LeChevallier, a midsize firm
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88

1988
Brooke Wharton
is an entertainment
attorney representing talent in film
and television. Her
clients include the
creator and executive producer of
Grey’s Anatomy and
Private Practice. ~
Debra Estrem ‘85; Patricia Vellanoweth-Galvez ‘85, right; Nestor Barrero ‘84 and Zinnia Coronel Barrero ‘85;
The American Bar
Kevin Mayer ‘84
Association published
Advising the Small
Business: Forms and Advice
1990
for the Legal Practitioner, by
practice in Walnut Creek
Peter Hallifax writes, “I
within walking distance
Jean Batman. She is the
and Fresno as counsel to
have retired from the City
of her house. She advises
founding shareholder of
privately held businesses
Attorney’s Office after 17
businesses on employLegal Venture Counsel in
and was elected president of
rewarding years.”
ment law and intellectual
San Francisco and chaired
the Walnut Creek Sunrise
property issues, as well as
the ABA’s small business
Rotary Club. ~ As a deputy
1989
litigates business disputes
committee from 2001 to
in the Sacramento office of
“I’m still with the State
and employment cases of all
2005. ~ Jay Laifman is
legislative counsel, Mick
Department, currently
varieties from the employer
general counsel of ReadKerins drafts legislation
serving as charge d’affaires
side. Michelle writes, “I
ing International, which
and contracts for the state
at the U.S. Embassy in
would love to hear from
develops, owns, and operates
legislature and assists in
Tripoli, Libya,” writes Chris
classmates and professors,
movie cinemas, live theaters,
state budget preparation and
Stevens. ~ Chandler
especially those who visit
and other commercial real
the handling of litigation
Portland! I hope you are all
Rand Williams works in
estate assets throughout the
involving the legislature,
happy and doing well.” ~
the contracts department at
United States, Australia,
its members, and staff.
Jeffrey Burch is practicing
Cubic Defense Applications
and New Zealand. Reading
Taking
the
position
meant
complex construction and
in San Diego, where she
is the successor company
leaving his beloved San
commercial litigation and is
lives with her husband and
to the Reading Railroad of
Francisco for Sacramento’s
the equity partner and printwo children. ~ The City of
Monopoly fame. ~ Followsunny climes, but Mick
cipal of Watt Tieder Hoffar
San Rafael appointed Ellen
ing
work as an associate at
says,
“My
family
and
I
are
& Fitzgerald. Jeffrey was
Forman Obstler to a comBrobeck Phleger & Haradjusting to the warmer
recently included in The Best
mittee that will study sea
rison, Susan Kaye founded
weather and the lower
Lawyers in America for 2008,
level rise and water issues for
Kaye Moser Hierbaum. ~
cost of living.” ~ Sharon
in the specialty of construcits Climate Change Action
tion law. ~ Garfield Legal
Plan. ~ George Kuney
Greene-Gretzinger has
Mariah Panza Garcia is
Consulting was launched by
completed her tenure with
is a full-time professor at
general counsel and chief
the Stockbridge-Munsee
the University of Tenneslegal officer of the Conco
Audrey Garfield, specialCommunity.
see College of Law and
Companies, based in Conizing in intellectual property
has recently published two
cord.
counseling to high-tech and
books, Mastering Bankruptcy
Internet companies that do
and Mastering Intellectual
not have in-house counsel
Property. He and his wife,
or are in need of additional
Donna Looper, split their
legal resources. ~ David
time between Knoxville and
Pearson continues to
New Orleans.

90

89
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87

1987
Lane Finch was appointed
to the steering committee
for the Defense Research
Institute’s Insurance Coverage and Claims Institute and
was recognized in the first
annual Alabama Super Lawyers for his work in business
litigation.

French Twist
Patrick Mattimore ‘83 and Jean Amabile ‘83, pictured at left, are living in France.
Jean works for International Bridges to Justice in Geneva, Switzerland, which trains
criminal defense attorneys how to ensure that the basic legal
rights of their clients are respected. Patrick continues to write

86

1986
After almost 22 years as a
staff attorney at the California Court of Appeals, 10
of which she spent with
Judge Donald King and 12
on its central staff, Leslie
Wellbaum retired on July
14. She shouts, “Liberté!
Egalité! Retirement Dé!”
~ Katherine Huffer
Cowan is general counsel
for Eid Passport. Katherine
lives in Lake Oswego with
her husband and their two
high school–age children.
Their oldest child attends
design school at Arizona
State University. ~ A bronze
sculpture, ARAYAKA, by
Ken Ayers, appeared in the
show “What’s on Your Wall”
at Southwestern Oregon

and is learning French. He taught psychology in the Bay Area
for years, in addition to writing op-ed pieces for local newspapers, including the LA/SF Daily Journal. Patrick and Jean’s
children live in Canada. Their daughter, Liza, graduated from
the University of Toronto and is opening her own musical theater company. Their son, William, attends Queen’s University in
Ontario and worked in Calcutta for IBJ this summer.

Community College. ~
Claudia Bernard was
appointed chief circuit
mediator for the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals,
which employs nine fulltime mediators, including
two other Hastings grads.
She also teaches mediation
nationally and internationally. ~ Mary Shin practices
immigration law in Hawaii
with an emphasis on inter-

Leon Jon Bonney ‘82; Mike McNamara ‘82
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national consular processing. Her specialty is Korean
immigration investments
and waiver processing.
85

85

Anne Dorfman is living
in Berlin, where she teaches
legal English and continues
to work as a legal journalist. ~ After working in the
Sacramento County District
Attorney’s Office, Patricia

Vellanoweth-Galvez
realized her love for litigation and became a workers’
compensation litigator with
the State of California. She
writes, “I enjoy the challenges and the fact that each
case is unique.” ~ Debra
Estrem is a special trial
attorney in Deloitte’s tax
department, where she
works on domestic and
international issues and specializes in IRS-related work
for exempt organizations,
including Indian tribes,
universities, foundations,
as well as partnerships,
estates, and large corporate
clients. Debra is a specialist in obtaining voluntary
disclosure agreements,
technical advice, and prefiling agreements with the IRS
and successfully conducts
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84

1984
“I’m in my sixth
year as the general
counsel of Puget
Sound Energy,
Washington State’s
largest investor
owned utility,”
writes Jennifer
O’Connor. “We
recently announced
a merger with
John Lande ‘80; Tom Umberg ‘80; Michael Simmonds ‘80
a consortium of
pension and infrachange, renewable energy
trustee for the Pomona
structure funds and are in
issues, and other concerns.
Unified School District.
the process of obtaining the
I am still enjoying life in
~ Nestor Barrero and
necessary regulatory approvSeattle!” ~ Betsy
Zinnia Coronel Barrero
als. The energy business is
McDaniel is an envi’85 celebrated their 21st
fascinating, given climate
ronmental and managing
wedding anniversary. Nestor
partner at Sheppard Mullin
is on the board of the ConRichter & Hampton in
stitutional Rights FoundaSan Francisco. She writes,
tion and attended its annual
“My office has grown to
dinner with Terry Bates
Determined to Succeed
100 attorneys, and we are
and Walter Rodriguez
Anna Armenta-Rigor ’84 had very few financial
acquiring a fourth floor next
’85. Nestor works at NBC
resources in 1981. Never one to accept “you can’t
month in Four Embarcadero
Universal and has mentored
Center.” Betsy is a Bar
several Hastings graduates.
afford law school,” she enrolled at Hastings and
Zinnia is staff counsel for
Association
of
San
Francisco
took her five-year-old son with her.
the State Compensation
board member and a trustee
“I was pregnant during my second year and
Insurance Fund, defending
of the 1066 Foundation. She
needed a job,” she remembers. “I thought it would
employers in workers’ comrecently completed her work
pensation litigation. Their
as chair of the “Food from
be most conducive to my education and schedule to
older daughter, Karina, is
the
Bar”
campaign,
a
joint
work on campus, so I interviewed with campus secua freshman at UC Santa
effort by the San Francisco
rity. They hired me on the spot, and I checked idenBarbara and their younger
Food Bank and the Bar
tification in the evenings up until my delivery date.
daughter, Laura, is preparAssociation of San Francisco
“Often, I helped Professor Jerome Hall get a
ing for college at La Salle
to raise money and food
High School in Pasadena.
donations. ~ The California
snack from the vending machine since he had bad
They write, “We would
Association of Black Lawarthritis. It was amazing to connect with a renowned
enjoy hearing from Hastings
yers elected Adrienne
professor that way. Oh, to be young, energetic
alumni in Southern CaliKonigar-Macklin as its
and determined! Many people thought I was nuts
fornia.” ~ James Sanchez
president. She remains
is the attorney for the City
general counsel for the
to have children before and during law school, but
of Fresno. ~ Kevin Mayer
Inglewood
Unified
School
I knew I would be much busier once I was in my
heads the product liability,
District and was recently
career. Now—24 years later—my son is 31 and
appointed as the newest
daughter is 25.”

regular and fast-track
appeals. ~ “I am pleased to
announce that I merged my
private law practice with
another attorney’s to form
Geiger & Merritt,” writes
Thomas Merritt. The
Newport Beach-based firm
consists of five attorneys and
specializes in all areas of
real estate, general corporate law, and franchising. ~
Steve Buckman works in
Sacramento as the executive
vice chancellor and general
counsel for the California
Community Colleges.
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Attorneys of Marin
toxic tort, mass tort,
named Jonathan
and environmental
law group at Liner
Gertler its 2008
Yankelevitz Sunshine
president. Active
& Regenstreif. He
in the community,
continues to serve
Jonathan sits on
as trial counsel for
the boards of Conmembers of the
sumer Attorneys
American oil, chemiof California, Bay
cal, and manufacturArea Legal Aid,
ing industries in tort
and Legal Aid of
actions throughout
Marin. He and
the country and has
his partner, Mark,
annually been named
have an eight-lawJim Nolan ‘78, second from right, with colleagues
in The Best Lawyers in
yer class action,
America. Following
civil rights, and
my formerly active trial calpersonal injury firm in Mill
his retirement from the San
endar. My daughter Emily
Valley. Jonathan has been a
Francisco Bay Area Touring
has just finished her plebe
San Francisco Trial Lawyers
Side Rugby Club, Kevin
year at the Naval Academy,
Association’s Trial Lawyer
became involved in martial
and the next two kids are
of the Year Award winner.
arts and now works with his
fast
approaching
college
His daughter, Arielle, is a
older sons on their karate
choices of their own. I look
sophomore at Tamalpais
and athletic endeavors.
forward to getting together
High School in Mill Valley,
Kevin and his wife, Donna,
with former classmates at
and his son attends New
reside in Pacific Palisades
a
reunion
in
the
future.”
~
York University.
with their three sons and
California Governor Arnold
baby daughter. ~ Stanley
Schwarzenegger appointed
1982
Conrad is living in ManMike McNamara started
hattan with his partner of 30
Mark Windham to the
his own firm, McNamara
years. He is now retired after
Los Angeles Superior Court
Spira & Smith, in Los
a stint as assistant corporate
after 22 years in the Los
Angeles, where he has
counsel for New York City,
Angeles County Public
practiced for the past 15
seven years as an editor at
Defender’s Office, where he
years. Mike writes, “The
Matthew-Bender, and many
specialized in capital trials
firm is a small litigation
years as a reference librarian.
and DNA evidence. ~
Victor Garlin works with
1983
the California faculty assoPete Frost enjoys his work
ciation, representing faculty
as director of aviation and
members in grievance
admiralty litigation in the
matters. He has retired both
Department of Justice in
as professor of economics
Washington, D.C. Pete
at Sonoma State University
says, “It was an honor to
and as visiting professor of
be named director after
business and public policy at
serving as a trial attorney
UC Berkeley Haas School
Tom Banducci ‘79
for 16 years, but I do miss
of Business. ~ Consumer

82

83
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boutique with five attorneys,
all of whom have left ‘big’
firms for practice in a much
smaller context.” He spends
his free time surfing with
his three sons. ~ Currently
living overseas in Paris,
Robert Kaneda works in
the political section of the
U.S. Embassy. “Life in Paris
remains highly enjoyable,”
Kaneda says, “and I do not
miss the legal profession at
all. Warm regards to friends
from Hastings wherever
you may be.” ~ Leon Jon
Bonney opened his own
firm, Bonney & Associates, which concentrates on
immigration, business law,
and insolvency. In his spare
time, Leon is a scuba diving
instructor and international
scuba tour guide. ~ “Having
completed the Los Angeles
County Bar Association’s
mediation training,” says
Yee-Horn Shuai, “I am
ready to enter the alternative
dispute resolution business,
especially for Chinese who
are not fluent in English.
~ Margaret Fujioka was
elected to the Piedmont
City Council and is the first
Asian American woman
to sit on the council in its
100-year history. In addition
to her city council duties,
Margaret is a senior deputy
city attorney in the Oakland
City Attorney’s Office. She
is also a past president of
the National Asian Pacific
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American Bar Association
and the Asian American Bar
Association of the Greater
Bay Area.

81

1981
Deb Volberg Pagnotta
is the director of the New
Directions program for Pace
Law School, New York, a
six-month program designed
to assist lawyers who have
left the practice of law to
reenter the legal arena.

80

1980
Craig Wood is a partner
in Foley & Lardner’s Los
Angeles office and is a member of its real estate practice
group. ~ The International
Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution presented John Lande with its
award for best professional
article. His piece is titled
Principles for Policymaking
about Collaborative Law
and Other ADR Processes.
~ Hubert Lenczowski
has opened his own firm,
Lenczowski Law Offices. ~
As of counsel at Lombardi
Loper & Conant, Chris
Lavdiotis handles civil and

Ronald Ward ‘76

commercial disputes and has
mediated more than 2,750
cases. He is entering his
eighth season as men’s head
basketball coach at Piedmont High School and his
16th season overall at Piedmont, where his teams
are consistent North
Coast Section playoff
participants each season.
~ Michael Simmonds
cofounded Simmonds &
Narita in San Francisco
with Tomio Narita ’91.
Michael writes, “I still
enjoy trusts and estates
litigation and representing
policyholders in insurance
coverage disputes. I live
in Marin where my wife and
I continue our adventure of
raising triplet sons, now age
14.” ~ Tom Umberg is a
litigation partner in Manatt
Phelps & Phillips’s Orange
County office. He serves on
the California High-Speed
Rail Authority, responsible
for the creation and oversight of California’s future
high-speed rail system.

79

1979
Marc Abramson is
managing attorney of the
Chicago office for Farmers Insurance. His firm,
O’Donnell Abramson
Murtaugh & Coghlan, is the
in-house legal counsel for
Farmers. ~ “I am enjoying
my year as president of the
Beverly Hills Bar Association,” says Marc Sallus.
“We are involved in a range

Helping Commuters
Hastings students can always know exactly when
Muni buses will arrive, even before leaving home, via
www.nextbus.com and electronic signs at bus stops
all over San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley. The system
is built by NextBus, which was
founded by brothers Ken, left,
and Eric Schmier, both ‘74
graduates.

Classmates

may

also remember that Ken initiated Muni’s Fast Pass while at
Hastings.

of activities—advocating
the release of detained and
imprisoned lawyers and
judges in Pakistan, sponsoring pro bono estate plans
to firemen and police and
their families, lobbying in
Sacramento to benefit our
fellow lawyers, and presenting hundreds of MCLE
programs. I am a member of
the American Bar Association House of Delegates and
am still practicing in my
firm as a trust and estate
litigator in Encino. I see my
classmate, John Hartog,
regularly as we are both
members of the California
State Bar’s Trust and Estates
Section’s Executive Committee. If any of you wish
to participate in the Beverly
Hills Bar Association, please
give me a call.” ~ Adam
Kent wrapped up two terms

of service as president of
the San Mateo County Bar
Association. His daughter,
Alexis, is a second-year
at USF Law School and
worked as a summer intern
with the San Mateo County
District Attorney’s Office.
Adam adds, “With any
luck, she’ll have a chance
to oppose noted defense
attorney Geoffrey Carr,
my friend and landlord, who
will probably wish she had
chosen a different field.” ~
Lawdragon selected Tom
Banducci as one of the
Leading 500 Lawyers in
America. He is a founding
partner of Banducci Woodard Schwartzman in Boise. ~
Sandra Hughes is general
counsel for the Employment
Development Department.
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78

1978
Robert Tafoya is a judge
at the superior court of Kern
County, handling family
law, small claims, limited
civil, complex civil litigation,
misdemeanor arraignments,
pretrials, and jury trials. His
community projects include
juvenile crime prevention
and serving as president of
the Hastings Alumni Association. “I look forward to
working with alumni during
my tenure. I am married
to Sandra Serrano,
who is the chancellor for
the Kern Community
College District, and we
enjoy traveling in our spare
time.” ~ TechnoServe, a
nonprofit organization that
provides business solutions
for entrepreneurial men
and women in the world’s
developing countries, named
Kurt Peterson to its
board of directors. ~ Marc
Garfinkle remains in solo
practice in Maplewood, New
Jersey, handling personal
injury and criminal defense
matters. He is also public
defender in Livingston,
New Jersey; is an adjunct
50
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professor of persuasion and
advocacy at Seton Hall
School of Law; and has been
named to the teaching faculty of the National Institute
of Trial Advocacy. ~ The
American College of Trial
Lawyers recently inducted
Bill O’Hare as a fellow. Bill
is a commercial litigator and
the administrative partner in
charge of Snell & Wilmer’s
Orange County office.
~ George Kornievsky
retired from practice and
writes, “I don’t miss it one
bit.” ~ Classmates Jim
Nolan and Chris Hugo are
partners at Gardner Janes
Nakken Hugo & Nolan
in Woodland, California.
~ Marilyn Yee relocated
her practice from Sonoma
County to Southern California and currently represents
clients in Los Angeles,
Orange, San Diego, and
Riverside counties in the
areas of probate, litigation,
and real estate.

77

1977
Bob Meyer is living on the
slopes of the San Francisco Peaks near Flagstaff,

Arizona. ~ As an unlimited
civil judge in the Contra
Costa Superior Court,
Thomas Maddock has
sat as a felony trial judge,
a juvenile dependency and
delinquency judge, and a
branch court judge. He
was the presiding judge
for 2003 through the end
of 2005 and is a member
of the California Judicial
Council. Thomas is also a
retired captain of the U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve and
plants petite sirah and
merlot grapes in his spare
time. ~ Patricia Kummel
has a PhD in psychology
and is in private practice,
working with families and
individuals and consulting
on workplace dynamics.

76

1976
Linda Feldman is working as a chambers attorney
for Justice Ming Chin of
the California Supreme
Court. In her spare time,
Linda sells note cards of her
photography and says, “The
court work is challenging
and fascinating; the card
business is fun and relaxing.”
~ Senior vice president in
international business for
Anritsu Corporation, a $1
billion-a-year Japanese company, Peter Chalfant
is responsible for all sales
activities outside of Japan.
He writes, “I lived in
London for the past two
years and currently reside
on a Boeing 777, traveling throughout Asia and

Europe.” ~ Ronald Ward
received the 2008 Award of
Merit by the Washington
State Bar Association, the
association’s highest honor.
The award was conferred in
recognition of his dedicated
service; outstanding leadership; and stellar achievement in the areas of court
funding, diversity, preservation of the independence
of the judiciary, and the
guarantee of equal access
to justice, national recognition, and professionalism. ~
Now retired from practice,
Claudia Kirkland spends
her time as a volunteer at
the Silicon Valley Animal
Care shelter, teaching dogs
and cats the fine points of
“motions for a new trial.” ~
“A group of 22 classmates
from Section B gathered for
a reunion at a Giants game
in July,” says Rick Crow.
“Attending a Giants game
is a tradition for the group
since our first year of law
school, when we moved torts
class to the parking lot on
opening day. Many Giants
game reunions have followed, with some members
traveling far distances to
attend. One year, the concessionaires were on strike,
but we were lucky enough
to find a ticket for a keg of
our favorite brew. While we
have mellowed since then,
our spirit remains.” ~ John
Larimore is a disability
litigation paralegal for the
Department of Health and
Human Services. He lives
in Pleasant Hill with his
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A Major Milestone
“My partner, Jeff Shepard [left], and I are celebrating the 125th anniversary of the
founding of our law firm Shepard Shepard & Janian in Selma, California,” writes
Paulette Janian ‘71, right. The firm was established by Elmer Shepard, who graduated from Hastings in 1883, just five years after the law school was founded. In the
firm’s beginning years, Elmer walked 15 miles to the
Fresno County courthouse to file his cases every
Friday. Later, he was able to afford a horse and
buggy. After his retirement, Elmer’s son, Chester,
maintained the business, as did his grandson
John Shepard ’48. “I started here in 1970 as a
law student, graduated from Hastings in ’71, and
became a partner in ’74,” continues Paulette. “We
are proud of our connection to Hastings.”

wife, Carol, who is a singer,
pianist, and composer.
“We have four children,
six grandchildren with a
seventh on the way, and are
extremely active in a local
church. Life is good!” writes
John.

75

1975
Abby Ginzberg recently
completed a short film
for The Impact Fund and
is working on a film for
the East Bay Community
Law Center. Currently
in production is her latest
independent documentary,
Cruz Reynoso: A Man for All
Seasons. Abby was selected
as one of five 2008 Gerbode
Foundation fellows for her
work as a documentary
filmmaker. ~ The American

Arab Anti-Discrimination
Committee named Malea
Kiblan the pro bono attorney
of the year. She writes, “I’m
in private practice specializing in immigration law in
McLean, Virginia.” ~
Ronnie Caplane is the
commissioner of the Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board in San Francisco. ~
The Collaborative Council
of the Redwood Empire
appointed Joel Richard
Rubin as its representative
to the Sonoma County Bar
Association.

issues around the world.
Eugene writes, “Living overseas has allowed much travel
(Maldives, Egypt, Bejing)
for business and personal
reasons. As an original
Hastings rugby player, I
enjoy many matches, both
live and on TV, and often
reminisce about the fun we
had playing in Golden Gate
Park. Next year, after 31

74

1974
As deputy general counsel
for Ernst & Young Global
in London, Eugene
Erbstoesser is an adviser
on various U.S.-related legal

years with Ernst & Young,
I’ll head back to Los Angeles to find a new life. Cheers
to all of my classmates.” ~
Allan Keown retired from
the California Department
of Education’s legal office
and writes, “Thanks to all of
my classmates who contributed to the journey!” ~
Arthur Curley is managing shareholder and CEO
of Bradley Curley Asiano
Barrabee & Gale, specializing in professional liability
and entertainment venue
defense. His clients range
from the California Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons to the San
Francisco 49ers. Curley is
married with three children;
one is an NFL agent with
Octagon Football, another
a defensive end with the
Arizona Cardinals, and
the youngest is still in high
school. In his spare time,
Arthur competitively races
Hawaiian outrigger canoes
in California and Hawaii.
~ The Federal Aviation
Administration in Dallas/
Fort Worth promoted Rena
Price to senior attorney.
She is responsible for legal
enforcement of federal aviation regulations governing
air carriers, commercial air
operators, pilots, aviation
mechanics, and repair stations and flight schools and
represents the FAA at the
trial and appellate levels
before the National Transportation Safety Board and

Image by Linda Feldman ‘76
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In Memoriam
David Stec ’03

Jane Van Hook ’56

Curtis Rau ’97

William Dobson ’55

Bahram Bina ’95

George Abbott ’54

Sarira Dilmaghani

John Lewis ’54

Alexander ’93

Manoucher Farzan ’53

Maria Pizzoli Gilvin ’93

Charles Bobby ’52

David Mintz ’84

Raymond Delos Morel ’51

Franklin Yap ’82

William Forbes ’51

Thomas Trapp ’79

Richard Horton ’50

Ben Tsukazaki ’76

Morton Colvin ’49

Donald Weadon ’75

Robert Nisbet ’48

H. K. Jones ’72

Andrew Orrick ’47

James Grandjean ’71

Frank Clark ’46

Michel Willey ’67

the Department of Transportation. ~ Susan Orton
is chair of the criminal law
advisory commission for the
State Bar’s Board of Legal
Specialization. A certified
specialist in both criminal
and appellate law, Susan is
a deputy attorney general
in the Sacramento office of
the Department of Justice.
~ Since retiring, Thomas
Glasser occasionally sits
on assignment with the
Assigned Judges Program in
various Southern California
courts. He and his wife, Sue,
reside in Oceanside. ~ Paul
Bennett practices at Gold
Bennett Cera & Sidener in
San Francisco, specializing
in complex business litiga-

tion with an emphasis on
antitrust and securities class
actions.

73

1973
George Spadoro joined
Wolff & Samson as a partner in West Orange, New
Jersey, where he concentrates
on mergers and acquisitions
and corporate governance
issues. George also counsels
corporate clients in crisis
management and strategic
planning. He applies to his
work today his longtime
public service experience,
which includes his tenure as
a New Jersey legislator and
three terms as the mayor
of Edison, New Jersey. ~

The Sonoma County Bar
Association honored Greg
Jacobs for a career of
distinction, the first county
prosecutor to receive this
award. Upon his retirement
from the District Attorney’s
Office, Greg was named
prosecutor of the year. ~
Bill Smith writes, “Since
getting remarried to
Laureen nearly three years
ago, life has been busy. I
inherited two teenage girls
and my other two children
have graduated from college
and are doing well. The law
practice is booming, and I
am active as a national board
member in the American
Board of Trial Advocates
and as the state membership
chair in the International
Society of Barristers. My
wife and I are avid cyclists,
boaters, skiers and are doing
our best to become fluent in
French. Life is good.”

72

1972
Jim Clay lives and works
in Kailua Kona, Hawaii,
and has a daughter, Rachel
Leilani, and an infant

Jay Grenig ‘71; Lee Shattuck ‘71
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grandson named Scott. Jim
created Exchange Facilitators, specializing in all types
of real estate exchanges
as a facilitator. He is also
partners with Geraldo
Scatena. Jim represented
the owners of the 2000
Kentucky Derby winner;
attended the winner’s circle;
and then traveled the world
to sell the horse, ultimately
to an Irish horse farm for
$86 million—an indisputable record. Geraldo was
indispensable in supporting
Jim with volumes of research
while he was negotiating the
sale of the horse. ~ Currently a fellow in the Center
for Public Leadership at
Harvard’s John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Jeff
Amestoy has also been a
visiting scholar at Vermont
Law School, served as chief
justice of the Vermont
Supreme Court from 1997
to 2004, and was Vermont’s
attorney general from 1985
to 1997. ~ Steve Wiman is
a business litigation partner
in Nossaman Guthner Knox
& Elliott’s Los Angeles
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Anthonie Voogd ‘65, right

office and was named a
Southern California Super
Lawyer.

71

1971
Steven Chase writes, “I’m
still fighting for truth, justice, and the American way
(the tights and cape have
given way to three-piece
suits), seeking fairness for
citizens accused of crimes
by the long arm of the
state.” Steven supplements
that work with personal
injury (plaintiff) and some
construction cases, adding “I
have no plans to ever retire
as I love what I do.” Steven
spends his spare time with
his three children and wife,
Andrea, who is an aesthetician. His oldest son is
a filmmaker/musician/
comedian, his daughter is
starting her third year at
Golden Gate Law School,
and his stepson is a graduate
of the New York Culinary
Institute of America. ~ Jay
Knight recently completed

four years as an
adjunct professor at
Loyola Law School
and celebrated 10
years of practicing
employee benefits
law with Musick
Peeler & Garrett in
Los Angeles. ~ The
Wisconsin Law Journal recognized Jay
Grenig as a Leader
in the Law 2008.
~ Lee Shattuck
retired from the
San Joaquin County
District Attorney’s Office
after 31 years. He adds,
“Gail and I now live in San
Francisco and spend a fair
amount of time at our Tahoe
cabin, especially during
the ski season. Motorcycling and European travel
also provide variety.” ~ In
addition to practicing law
as a family law specialist in
Marin County, Tommie
Whitener supports better
relations between Russia
and the United States. Last
year he spent a week in
Washington, D.C., acting
as a translator and facilitator
to a group of more than 100
Russians visiting the nation’s
capital. The group met with
congressmen and senators to
discuss the state of affairs in
Russia and relations between
the two countries. ~ DF
Coupe writes, “I am fully
retired, even from my JNE
Commission duties!” ~ As
the director of the Office
of Legal Services, Access
& Fairness Programs at

the State Bar of California,
Patricia Lee’s work focuses
on improving access to
justice for low- and middleincome Californians,
increasing diversity in the
legal profession and among
State Bar leadership and
providing support to local
bar associations. Patricia
was inducted into the San
Mateo County Women’s
Hall of Fame.
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1970
Andrew Roth joined the
Riverside business litigation
firm of Reid & Hellyer as a
senior attorney, practicing
litigation and civil rights
violations in the federal
district court. The State
Bar board of governors
recently appointed Andrew
to serve on the California
State Bar Judicial Nominees
Evaluation Commission.
He received the 2006 Erwin
Chemerinsky Defender of
the Constitution award from
the Federal Bar Association.
He and his wife, Diane (the
chief assistant city attorney
for San Bernardino), have
been married for 42 years
and have four children,
seven granddaughters, and
another grandchild due. Of
their children, Samra is a
deputy public defender in
San Bernardino County and
Gabriel is a music producer
and engineer for Daptone
Records. He won a Record
of the Year Grammy for
Amy Winehouse’s Back
to Black.
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1968
Gary Zacher is a partner
at the San Diego office
of Gordon & Rees. His
practice includes the defense
of environmental and toxic
tort claims. ~ The Institute
for International Sport
honored Michael Town as
a 2008 Sports Ethics Fellow. ~ Alan Chun joined
the Sacramento law firm
McDonough Holland &
Allen as of counsel in their
probate and estate planning
group. Prior to the move, he
was an estate tax attorney
with the IRS for 38 years.
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1967
Sally Kendrick Heaverne
has reentered the workforce
and is a Nevada arbitrator
and mediator. One of very
few pregnant law students
in the 1960s, Sally had a
private civil law practice in
the Bay Area. Retiring in
1997, she moved to a ranch
in Nevada, where she and
her helicopter pilot husband gathered wild horses
and burros for the Bureau
of Land Management for
several years. ~ Martin
Goldenberg is head of the
legal department in New
York for Newedge USA, a
worldwide financial services
group of companies offering
execution, clearing, and
other services for a wide
range of asset classes. ~
For the fifth year in a row,
Michael Bradbury was
named to Who’s Who in
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retiring as an attorney,
Donald Magdziasz
founded Walking & Hiking
Sticks by Ziasz. “Walking sticks are the ultimate
companion,” Donald says,
“not unlike the volleyball
‘Mr. Wilson,’ which Tom
Hanks adored in the movie
Cast Away.”
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Ted Millard ‘64

Professional Services by the
Pacific Coast Business Times.
~ John Carson is of counsel at Foley & Lardner’s Los
Angeles office.
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1966
Following his retirement
from the Riverside Superior
Court, Morgan Dougherty writes, “I plan to take
some time off and participate in the Assigned Judges
Program later in the fall.” ~
Robert House is a partner
at Lavorato House Chilton
& Lavorato. “I still work
about three days a week and
am a certified specialist in
estate planning, trust, and
probate law,” writes Robert.
“I plan to retire when the
new technology burns me
out, which is coming sooner
than I thought. For example,
I still like to read books!
On a personal note, my
wife, Millie, and I have six
sons and are blessed with
16 grandchildren.” ~ After
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1965
Anthonie Voogd is retired
and spends most of his time
growing syrah in his Ojai
backyard. He is still active
with the Commission for
the Revision of the Rules
of Professional Conduct. ~
Dick Turrone and his wife
moved to a new five-acre
home in Shingle Springs,
California, where they have
planted a vineyard and
orchard. He writes, “We are
enjoying the slower pace of
country life. We miss the
people in San Jose but not
the traffic and hustle and
bustle of Silicon Valley.”
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1964
Robert Tourtelot represented a retired LAPD
police officer in a personal
injury case tried in the Los
Angeles County Superior
Court. A dump truck that
was under contract to the
City of Los Angeles ran a
stop sign, colliding with
Robert’s client’s car. The
jury awarded his client $15.7
million, the highest jury
verdict in the history of the
Chatsworth Courthouse. ~
Since retirement from the
Orange County Superior
Court, Ted Millard is
living in Reno and handles
mediations, arbitrations,
and private judicial matters. ~ Paul Alvarado sits
nearly full time as a visiting
judge in San Francisco and
spends much of his spare
time traveling to visit his
three children. His daughter attends the New York
University nursing program
and both his sons run track
at their universities—Rob

at the Naval Academy in
Annapolis and Nick at
Seattle University.
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1963
Bill Gibbs, cochair of
his 45th reunion committee, is retired and plans
to play more golf with his
wife, Jackie. He writes,
“I’m still doing arbitrations
and mediations between
golf games, at least until
my MCLE expires. I am
involved in a new wine business venture, after finishing
a multiyear association with
Rosenblum Cellars, and
have discovered that wine is
more fun than law! See you
all at the 45th reunion.” ~
“In 1997, I married my longlost sweetheart, Veronica,”
says Richard Charvat ‘63,
and “we live in Mill Valley.
I am fully retired and enjoy
being a stepfather to four
wonderful daughters.” Prior
to retirement, Richard was
a judge in Long Beach and
later worked as an arbitratormediator with Judicate
West.
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Richard Charvat ‘63, left, with his family

1962
Terry Dempsey is retired
from the district court, but
still works part time. He
and his wife, Janet, live in
Minnesota and are empty
nesters. Their son, Matt,
and daughter-in-law, Anne,
had their first child, Emma.
Terry writes, “I missed the
last class reunion but will
not let that happen again.”
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1961
John Vlahos is still a
partner at Hanson Bridgett
Marcus Vlahos & Rudy.
He serves on the boards of
Lamplighters Music Theater,
where he recently retired
from his role of president
after 35 years, and the
Museum of Performance &
Design. John directed and
played the character of the
“learned judge” in Gilbert
& Sullivan’s Trial by Jury for
Town and Gown in Berkeley. John also compiled and
edited a Cal songbook, Songs
of California, and has been
the press box play-by-play
announcer for Cal football
since the mid-1960s. In his
spare time, he conducts a
monthly “Historic Market
Street” tour for San Francisco City Guides. His wife,
Martha, is a retired teacher
and school administrator.
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1960
Bill McEwen writes, “Full
retirement is a status that we
have enjoyed immeasurably,
and Susanne and I continue
to travel extensively. On the
negative side, we lost our son
to pancreatic cancer, leaving
his beloved wife, Mary, and
seven-year-old daughter,
Madeline. Our daughter,
Elizabeth, lost her battle
with brain cancer, leaving
her devoted husband, Jay,
and two sons. ~ Bill
Kenney organized a
reunion in San Francisco
that included Jim Read,
Gary Caylor, Ray Arata,
and Mike Clepper. It was
very enjoyable!”
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1957
Plaintiff, an attorney’s magazine, featured an article
about Ed Marouk and his
hobby of sculpting, which
he uses as a creative outlet

Your Best Story
Do you have a story about a great experience you
had at Hastings? Maybe a favorite professor, or a
great event or fond memory? Send it in to us. If we
use it, we will send you a special gift in appreciation.
E-mail it to classnotes@uchastings.edu or mail it to
Class Notes Special Story, Alumni Center, Hastings
College of the Law, 200 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102.
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From left: Fred Bysshe ‘62, Bruce Lubarsky ‘62, and
Terry Dempsey ‘62

to balance his work as a trial
attorney. His pieces, such
as Witkin, can be found in
the Fresno County Superior
Court and the Fresno District Court of Appeals.
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1953
“I am what they call ‘semiretired’—still working as
a mediator and arbitrator
about one-third of the time
and managing the real estate
we have acquired over the
years the other two-thirds,”
writes Bruce Geernaert.
He just celebrated his 80th
birthday and his 50th
anniversary with his wife,
Daphne. They play golf and
tennis in their spare time,
splitting time between the
golf course at their secondary residence in Rancho
Bernardo and the Palos
Verdes Country Club. Bruce
adds, “Hastings was a very
memorable and rewarding
experience, and I would love
to hear from my classmates.”
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1952
Old Hangtown, a history
of Placerville from 1848
to 1856, was written and
published by Jack Winkler.
The book is about people
coming together in a lawless
frontier, organizing mining
camps and eventually state
and local government. ~
Myron “doc” Etienne is
a senior partner at Noland
Hamerly Etienne & Hoss,
specializing in litigation
before the state and federal
courts, dispute resolution,
and real estate and land use
planning. He lives in Monterey County with his wife,
Charlene.

48

1948
Rudy Michaels writes,
“I don’t do much traveling
anymore, but I’m alive and
reasonably well. I count my
blessings every day, including having had the good
fortune of being a member
of the legendary class of ’48.”
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Matt Larrabee ’80
Chairman of Heller Ehrman
As chair of a multinational law firm, what
milestones make you especially proud?
Building an international presence for Heller
Ehrman in Asia and London has been exciting and
gratifying. I work with many great people, so I’ve
also enjoyed creating teams from across the firm
to work together.

Who are your legal heroes?
Justice Roger Traynor was a legal legend. I still
find his humanity and wisdom inspiring. Larry
Popofsky at Heller Ehrman was a founding giant
in our litigation practice who always lent a helping
hand, even speaking at Hastings seminars when I
asked many years ago.

What did you learn in law school 		
that is still pertinent today?
Most important, I learned how to think and analyze problems rigorously so that they can be explained clearly and succinctly. I learned to appreciate multiple sides of any issue or argument as the
foundation for effective advocacy and persuasion.

What memories of Hastings do 		
you cherish?
Meeting my wife, Diane ’80, while working on
the Hastings Law Journal is certainly my fondest
memory. And I can’t help grinning when I think
back about playing rugby, flag football—and lots
of poker—with good friends.
I have warm recollections of Mary Kay Kane’s
first civil procedure class in 1977. She was new and
we were new, and there was something special
about the shared experience. She was very anacould make Pennoyer v. Neff something you want
to remember? She is an inspiration.
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lytical, but she made a dry subject fun. Who else
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Leave a

Legacy
Your Gift
to Hastings
Will Make a
Difference

We prize visionary alumni and friends who have the commitment and vision to
plan for generous future gifts.
Please consider membership in a new society at Hastings. The Legacy Society
includes alumni and friends who have taken steps to include Hastings as a
beneficiary in their estates.
Whether you aspire to create a new scholarship or professorship or to support
a program especially meaningful to you, remembering Hastings through
your estate is one of the most worthwhile decisions you can make. In doing so,
you convey to others how important Hastings is to you, both personally and
professionally.
If you have questions about making your planned gift, please call us. We are
fortunate to have the tremendous resources of the University of California
President’s Office to assist you. And by informing us of your bequest intention,
you can become a charter member of a new legacy society at Hastings.
Your gift will truly make a difference. Future generations of students are
counting on you.
For information, please call 415.565.4615, or visit www.uchastings.edu/legacy.
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